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Abstract
This thesis seeks to compare the current metropolitan governance model from the
institutional point of view and focusing on the metropolitan spatial planning process in
two metropolitan areas. Based on three specific moments: the metropolitan reform
during the 80’s and 90’s and the current metropolitan pressures; the metropolitan
institutional authority model, and; the metropolitan governing practices through the
citizen participation in the spatial planning process. The thesis seeks to understand
how the metropolitan institutions are facing the metropolitanization phenomenon
through the spatial planning practices, and which analytical variables could be included
in the current new metropolitan governance paradigm debate.
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1

INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of 1970, the European economic scenario was under pressure
caused by economic crisis. The ending of the Fordism as a predominant economic
production system and the dismantling of the welfare state in Europe brings together
changes in the political, economic, social and territorial spheres. Despite different
intentions to tackle of coming socio-political changes, the unexpected consequences
setting a new political, economic and territorial challenges. Like Brenner (2004a;464)
mentioned “A number of geo-economic shifts occurred during this era that decentered
the predominant role of the national scale as a locus of political economic coordination
and led to the rescaling of state regulatory capacities both upwards to supranational
institutional forms such as the EU and downwards to the regional and local levels”.
The functions and roles played by different government levels (national, regional,
and municipal) opened their constitutive affairs to engage non-state private actors
(Giersig, 2008). Therefore, the questions about how the state would be governed by the
new policies, capabilities, roles, perspectives, players, and intentions supposed an
intensive adjustment in the administrative and institutional responsibilities. To some
scholars, the changes of the power relationships amongst the new actors turned the city
into the main arena for economic development and principal leader to steer the new
policy making. (Brenner 2004., Giersig 2008., Harrison, J. & Hoyler, M. 2014., Boudreau,
J. A et al. 2006).
The City became an important actor within the nation-state. Each city started to
compete for attracting new investments and international investors, creating new
labor-market law facilities and developing the territorial planning basis on
competitive-oriented policy making (Brenner 2003).
The urban growth of European capital cities become more complex than just a
physical phenomenon. The challenge derived from enduring the demographic change
and its subsequent urban pressures (mobility, housing demands, jobs, public services,
urban facilities, etc.) overwhelmed the territorial borders and were spread out towards
the neighbor towns. The municipal territorial borders were more delimitated by
political and administrative functions than physical distances, especially in those cities
where the daily commuting become a principal issue linked to labor place and
residence.
Different European capital cities have been facing the Metropolitanization
phenomenon, mainly understood like a city growing consequences, on the one hand,
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and a political-administrative reorganization territorial level which strategically tries
to integrate more municipalities, on the other. One of the challenges, finishing the 90s,
was about how to govern an urban phenomenon which goes beyond the city
administrative borders and set up an upper territorial, political, administrative level. In
other words, the question was about how the Metropolitan spatial planning can
effectively answer the changes and growing demands of each neighboring municipality
while, at the same time, boost their development.
Each metropolitan area has been working on developing its more suitable governing
model. One point of view to analyses this work is the detailing the metropolitan
institutional degree organization. The institutional organization degrees have been
shaping the administrative relationships that support the coordinative projects or
policies amongst the distinct groups of municipalities inside of the metropolitan area.
Some of those institutional degrees are just the answer to national mandatory law;
others made it through local agreements among the neighbor municipalities, others
have created unique institutions for steering structural dimensions, while other have
delegated the metropolitan governance among different agencies (transport,
environment, public services, etc.).
On the current Metropolitan governance approach, there were three main
theoretical influences concerning to the models of Metropolitan Governance. On one
hand, Neil Brenner (2003) have analytical explained the metropolitan reformed during
the 80’s and 90’s and what were the economic and political implications. In Brenner's
theory, the structural reform conditioners were set by international determinants; the
competitive oriented policies; the economic growth, and labor market flexibility. On the
other hand, Patrick Le Gáles (2002) agree with Brenner's approach about the global
implication over the new re-shaping of the statehood. Nevertheless, the European cases
are significantly different from the anglo-american experiences. Therefore, the
analytical focus on Europe should be about the specific context where the reform is
changing. According to Le Gáles (2002), the political European city transformation
answered to context, cultural, historical and socio political particularities. Therefore,
the modes of governance over the city have created a kind of urban differentiate actor
from other cities. Finally, the third theoretical discussion was from Harrison & Hoyler
(2014). They contribute to the discussion with four researcher variables about what
they considered “the emerging new metropolitan paradigm: (1) periodization and
trajectories, (2) democracy and accountability, (3) form and function, and (4) fragility
and mobilization” (2014;2249).
Taking these approaches, as main theoretical discussion, the hypothesis will be built
over Harrison & Hoyler (2014) variables. There would be absence variables which can
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emerge from their proposal but does not directly correspond to the neoliberal
economic point of view? And, what other variables can be added to the new emerging
metropolitan paradigm?
To test the hypothesis, the main question to be answer in the present project is,
which are the models of metropolitan governance model that steer in force the spatial
planning in Ballungsraum Frankfurt RheinMain and the Metropolitan Area of Madrid?
In this way, the main objective is to compare the models of metropolitan
governance focusing on the spatial planning dimension in two European metropolitan
areas: the Ballungsraum Frankfurt RhineMain and the Metropolitan Area of Madrid.
Likewise, the goals to achieve this objective will be divided into three main steps: First
is describe the structural territorial characteristics concerned to define how both cases
understand itself the metropolitan phenomenon. Second, categorize the institutional
degree level around the metropolitan government focusing on the spatial planning
dimension. Third, describe the institutional dimension of metropolitan urban spatial
planning politics.

2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Heinelt H. et al. Eds (2011) has indicated the current debate around Metropolitan
Governance like a not new debate. After 1960 the metropolitan phenomenon started to
be attached to the urban growth discourses; however, the globalization process has
intensified and diversified which previously was understood just as a physical
phenomenon, but nowadays it is gathering political, administrative, and planning
challenge.
The theoretical framework will explain which have been the main theoretical
discussion around the problems concerned with metropolitan governance and the main
models of urban governance analysis behind the spatial planning. The chapter will be
frameworks in three central moments: 1. The economic and political periods which
determined the State relation at national and local level after the 70s. 2. How these
institutional shifts conditioned which was known as “the metropolitan reform” during
the 90s, and, 3. how the Metropolitan reform gave the conceptual meaning which s is
known as the metropolitan governance.
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2.1 The economic and political determinants on the way of governing the
metropolis
The importance to take the economic and political determinants after the 60s is to show
that governing growing cities, particularly those which at the specific time overflowed
its administrative limits, have been an unfinished matter. Governing the metropolis
have has a dichotomy amongst the political change, the influence made by the
institutional/administrative action over the territory, the social/economic dynamics
which force the growing over its limits, and the structure of how many involved actors
decide to organize themselves according to common objectives, interests, autonomies.
For practical reason and to handle the complexity of all dimension details, each period
will be explained since three ideas: 1) the economic predominant forces, 2) the
political-institutional background and, 3) The metropolitan fact that materialized the
previous ideas.

2.1.1 The institutional attempts to run the suburban city: 1960 – 1980
In the way to conceptualize the metropolitan governance as an object of study, the
second half of the XX century is determinant to understand the rational principles
which will come along with the urban, suburban and regional development.
The Keynesian economic model was backed up by the emergent Fordist industry
which lined up the spatial distribution of labor with the territorial configuration.
According to Brenner (2004a; 458) “the lead firms within the major, propulsive Fordist
industries were clustered, and smaller cities, towns, and peripheral zones, in which
branch plants, input and service providers, and other subordinate economic functions
were located”.
On the other hand, the political forces were depicted by hierarchical relationships
between the national and local. The local participation was a mean that the national
state used to develop its goals. “The debates on metropolitan governance focused
predominantly upon the issues of administrative efficiency, local service provision,
regional planning and spatial redistribution within the nationally organized
macroeconomic policy frameworks of the Keynesian welfare national state.” (Brenner,
2003;300)
Due to the encounters of attempts to rationalize the space to increase the
industrialization process, (which subsequently attracted migrants from rural areas to
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capital cities and promoting the pressures over neighbors towns), the national standard
system regulation (also focused on spatial planning and regional development), during
1960 introduced different metropolitan institutions in western Europe: “the Greater
London Council (1963), the Madrid Metropolitan Area Planning and Coordinating
Commission (1963), the Rijnmond or Greater Rotterdam Port Authority (1964), the
communautés urbaines in French cities such as Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon and Strasbourg
(1966), the Regionalverband Stuttgart (1972), the metropolitan counties in British
cities such as Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield and Newcastle
(1974), the Corporació Metropolitana de Barcelona (1974), the Greater Copenhagen
Council (1974), the Umlandverband Frankfurt (1974), and the Kommunalverband
Ruhr (1975) (Brenner, 2003, p. 300 quote Sharpe, 1995a; 1995b).
The Fordist-Keynesian model was the predominant political-economic base until
the late 70s; however, after 1975 a series of geoeconomic shifts started to modify the
Fordist-Keynesian pillars. The predominance of the nation-state was cast in doubt by
others territorial levels: Global, Regional, and local. Despite the efforts made by the
nation-state different socioeconomic problems started to come up in different
territorial levels mass unemployment, the deskilling of labor, capital flight and
infrastructural decay. In contrast to their earlier focus on welfarist redistribution, local
governments now began to introduce a range of strategies to rejuvenate local
economies, beginning with land-assembly programs and land-use planning schemes
and subsequently expanding to diverse firm-based, area-based, sectoral and job
creation measures (Brenner, 2004a quote Eisenschitz and Gough, 1993).
In economic and political metropolitan concerns, the late 70s were understood as a
period that opened the door to decentralization of the nation-state power. During those
years there were not properly consolidated local or regional powers; however, the
struggles amongst these territorial levels formed new political coalitions to
counterbalance and decentralize the decision concerned to territorial development.
2.1.2 The institutional decline and the rise of the phenomenon 1980 – 1990
The transition towards the 80s was marked by deepest structural changes in the
economic and political system. On the one hand, the globalization of economy market
required a new territorial model which was no longer supported by the current nationstate guidelines and, on the other hand, the effects produced by the Fordist-Keynesian
crisis demanded changes in the labor market. Both moments are directly related to how
the institutional attempts to handle the territorial metamorphosis started to become
relegated and being replaced for other institutional levels.
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According to Wilks-Heeg, S., Perry, Beth. & Harding, A, (2003) three main factors
drove the economic change in and set the new arena to the regional development in
Europe. First, the new international division of labour, where factory production,
employments, and legal amendments, played a key role in the new phase of capitalist
economies. Second, the introduction of new and flexible production process also
implied the replacement of previous labour-intensive production process to the
procedures based on new technologies (including the subsequent discourse of
efficiency and efficacy). Third, the deregulation of the market economy increased the
labour demand over specific sectors. The expenses and investments over the city would
be more dependent on international interests and the efforts made by local economies.
Along with the economic trends, the political, and institutional system also suffered
many changes because the “welfarist redistribution and compensatory regional policy
associated with spatial Keynesianism were gradually retrenched or dismantled.”
(Brenner, 2003; 300). Since the revenues would come from international actors and the
local institution should dispose of a good arena to attract international investment the
intuitional aims had to be realigned.
• local authorities were constrained to engage more extensively and proactively
in local economic development projects;
• local welfarist and collective consumption policies were increasingly
marginalized or subordinated to production-oriented policies; and
• new forms of local governance, such as public-private partnerships, became
increasingly prevalent. (Brenner, 2004a, p. 471 quote Mayer, 1994)
The territorial competition began to be the common way to find revenues. This
investment must be strategical spent in concordance with the guidelines that nonalways answered local needs. Regarding to Metropolitan spatial planning, the
comprehensive territorial plan was replaced by a new project-planning oriented
paradigm. In this context of national fiscal austerity, proliferating entrepreneurial
urban policies and intensifying interlocal competition, the consolidated metropolitan
institutions were increasingly viewed as outdated, excessively bureaucratic and
cumbersome vestiges of ‘big government’ (Brenner, 2003, p. 300 quote Barlow, 1991:
289–98).
The spatial planning through the project-oriented approach undermine the
metropolitan governing intentions. The metropolitan authorities had to handle
conflicts against other territorial administration levels, even their agendas and legal
frameworks did not always clarify their scopes and responsibilities over the territory.
Therefore, the central cities were the new entirely compromised actor in attract
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international investments. This dynamic sometimes followed the suburban planning
model as a direct guideline which in some cases impulse the spontaneous dormitory
towns (Brenner, 2003. Valenzuela, 2011), then we will see how this process was
experienced in Madrid and Frankfurt. The metropolitan institutions of the postwar era
also frequently provided a political arena for the expression of various types of socio
territorial antagonism, […], As the abolition of the Labour dominated Greater London
Council by the neoconservative Thatcherite central government in 1986 dramatically
indicated, the role of metropolitan institutions as arenas of such political ideological
struggles could even lead to their complete destruction.” (Brenner, 2003, p. 301)
To sum up, during the 80s the metropolitan authorities was under the attack from
different flanks: 1. Local, it is because the city cores upward its position over the nationstate, 2. Regional, it is because the uneven regional development showed that the
creation of metropolitan authority was not enough to encompass the different
territorial levels, 3. Due to the metropolitan authority was mainly imposed from
national level, and the nation-state was also being under attack, it is created a
vulnerable situation for every political intention which come from national mandatory
order, 4. Finally, the metropolitan level was not a main concerned topic on the
international agenda.
Despite the worst odds over the metropolitan authorities, the metropolitan
physical phenomenon continued stressing the expansion beyond the municipal
administrative borders. It was not feasible deny or totally abolish the metropolitan
issues, but it was needed to adapt the administrative figure to the new global trends. In
this way, the end of the XX century would be marked by a structural metropolitan
reform.
2.1.3 Metropolitan Institutional reform: 1990-2005
One of the first visible territorial consequences set by the globalization market
economy was the uneven regional development (Salet, W. et al. Eds, 2003. Brenner,
2003. Boudreau, A., et al. 2006). Therefore, the metropolitan institutional figure should
support these local disparities at the same time boost their development. The reform
should be guided by the local entrepreneur forces and the competitive context amongst
neighbor towns. One of the first direct metropolitan duties was promote the
cooperation among municipalities that enhance economic productivity. The biggest
metropolitan challenge reform was how to take the advantage of local improvement for
becoming a strategic regional actor and how to ameliorate the uneven development
consequences. The economic background over the metropolitan reform developed
during 90s was the development of the entrepreneurial cities, the design of
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competitiveness oriented projects, the labour market flexibility, and the territorial
competitiveness. (Brenner, 2003)
On the other hand, the institutional level shift also crystalized new structural
guidelines. In terms of Brenner (2004) there was a process of rescaling of the statehood,
or in terms of Le Gales (2003) there was a reshaping of the state. Despite both concepts
might keep substantial differences, there was a consensus about how the previous
understanding of the State was being conceptualized by other meanings, actors and
aims. In few words, the idea that underpin the rescale of statehood is the radical
reconfiguration of state spatial and scalar organization, it “represents expressions of
concerted political strategies through which state institutions are attempting, at
various spatial scales, to facilitate, manage, mediate, and redirect processes of
geoeconomic restructuring, […], this directly implied the promotion of geo-economic
integration at different scales mostly supranational economic blocs” (Brenner, 2004, p.
61). One way to understand this rescaling process is through the example of the
European Union. The integration of urban policies under common objectives.
The rescaling of the State brought along the emergence of different actors to supply
and compensate all the empty areas left by the State “the claim that effective regionwide
economic cooperation hinges upon the incorporation of important local and regional
economic ‘stakeholders’ – including business associations, chambers of commerce,
airport development agencies, transport authorities and other local boosterist
organizations – into major regional development initiatives” (Brenner, 2003, p. 302)
The Metropolitan Reform supported the opportunity of planning the territory in
concordance with supranational constraints, the participation of multiple actors
(including state and local actors), and a context guided by economic competition. Over
the same argument, Patrick Le Galès (2002) agree with the issues concerned to
metropolitan reform after 90s; however, the main discussion between Brenner Neostructuralism- and Le Galès -Neo-Weberian- (Giersig 2008), is the role played by
the competitive approach within the metropolitan reform and, especially in the
development of urban governance. On one side, Brenner argue that determinant
approach influence on the new urban policies, meanwhile Le Galès appeal to what he
calls “The European City” (Le Galès 2002) where the European context, (differing and
distiguish the anglo-american tradition), is “an attempt to preserve or revive the
tradition of western European welfare societies on an urban level” (Giersig 2008, p.
103) and this imply many different routes about the composition of metropolitan
governance. The economic competitiveness model was structural within the
metropolitan reform, but there were other dimensions (history, welfare tradition,
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social resistances, the design and applicability of the law, among others) which
determined the outcomes in this reform. (Le Galès 2002)
To sum up this first part, after the crisis of Fordism, the relation among different
governmental level was modified. Directly, the metropolitan institutional level had
been changing in Europe since 1950. First like a hierarchical institution in the beginning
of 60s, then was abolish and reduced its responsibilities after 80s, and its re-emerge as
a strategical actor with new scopes and potential governmental capacities in the
beginning of 2000. The last transition 80s – 00s also has been known like a Metropolitan
Reform (Brenner 2003., Giersig 2008., Boudreau, J. A et al. 2006., Le Galès 2002). The
next graph summarizes the main important points describe so far and helped to
understand the Metropolitan Governance framework. (Brenner, 2003; 318)
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Figure 1: Urban–regional governance and changing configurations of state spatiality in
western Europe

Source: Neil Brenner, 2003; 318
The next step in the process of delimitate the theoretical framework will be how the
Metropolitan Governance come up the main tool after this reform, according to the
current literature what objectives are looking for? what values are the metropolitan
governance supporting? how can be understood according its main approaches and
which of these approaches will be the understanding base during the whole research.
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2.2 The Metropolitan Governance concernings
Connecting with previous discussion, during the 90s came up a variety of
theoretical explanations concerned to how to interpret the Metropolitan Reform.
Theses theoretical discussions also opened another fourth important approaches
regarding to metropolitan structural change at the beginning of the new century. First,
which directly consequences are being identified as globalization impact at
metropolitan scale? Second, finally, how the metropolitan institutions have solved
being structured to deal with the metropolitan phenomenon? Third, what should be the
metropolitan objectives, pillars, and ways of run it? Fourth, what means governance at
metropolitan scale?
2.2.1 “Politics of scale” and “re-shaping the statehood”
The ideas behind of the re-scaling of statehood were supported on the new active
actors within the coalitions, decision making process, design, and implementation of
urban policies under the objective of the economic adjustments (Brenner, 2003). On
the other hand, the French sociologist Patrick Le Gales (2002) is agree with Brenner
point of view; however, it is not enough for explain the European case “European
integration and globalization process are accelerating the development of transnational forms of interdependence. They are leading to a reordering of scales and
accentuates the fragmentation of governmental organizations” (Le Gales, 2002, p. 87)
The conclusion about the European states are becoming competitive cities and the
competitiveness is the main urban policy priority does not really meet the case
“Most nation-states are also very actively revitalizing national education system. In
most European states, the population has certainly not espoused neo-liberal ideas. The
logic of public policy is to intervene in the market through political decision and
burocratic logics rather than to correct the market failures, […], In addition, there is an
increasing number of regulatory agencies or authorities. The great waves of
privatization in the 1980s and 1990 made it necessary to create new rules and
regulatory authorities” (Le Gales, 2002, p. 94)
To sum up the main ideas behind this theoretical discussion, in one hand Brenner
(2003) argue under the processes of political re-scaling where the tension between
actors and institutions have intensified by the determinism of globalization of market
economy and the competitiveness urban policies oriented as a paradigm. On the other
hand, Le Gales (2002) appeal to the historical process to call the attention over the
specific European transitions (in opposition to the Anglo-American point of view) and
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pay more attention over the context development. The globalization market economy
plays a role within Le Gales arguments, but the Europeanization processes determine,
in different levels, other kind of constraints and freedom in the urban planning level.
As it was mentioned before, this theoretical discussion put on evidence different
cases where the consensus over metropolitan areas shape was its new polycentric
pattern.
2.2.2 The polycentric metropolitan pattern
The changes in the relationships amongst the nation-state and the other territorial
levels set up especial conditions to the urban development. The cities became a relevant
actor and its new urban economic objectives were designed to pop up in the
international investment radar. The attraction of new international capitals become a
synonym of urban development. Therefore, each city took the route towards become
specialized in offers unique services (technology, housing, entertainment, finance,
international hub, amongst other). The increasing competition at the beginning of the
XX century reinforced the uneven regional and metropolitan development (Smith,
1984).
The Metropolitan pattern was shaped by a set of fragmented neighbour
municipalities hence, the myriad of small local jurisdiction requested a new
coordinated and integrated political actions that could diminish the unbalance and
boost their aims. The Metropolitan challenge was set and the way of how to face it
would built the Metropolitan Governance concept. The changes in the functional,
political and symbolic relations between the core and the periphery have pushed out to
rethinking of the metropolitan governance (Harrison, & Hoyler, 2014). On the other
side, a polycentric area has set the discussion between the uneven development and the
institutional reorganization which contribute to constitute a framework for
reorganizing the state power (Lamour, & Durand, 2014).
The discussion about how the metropolitan governance work in a fragmented and
polycentric area is the second important theoretical discussion regarding to the
research problem. In this sense, the relation between Metropolitan governance in a
polycentric area discussion and the research is to frame the political, territorial, and
institutional scale that enables or obstruct the coordinative actions around the
competitiveness urban policy within a differentiated territory.
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2.2.3 What is the metropolitan governance concern?
In 2003 there was an important academic exercise made it by a group of European
scholars to compile different descriptions and analysis about how the metropolitan
areas in Europe are being governing and planning (Salet, W., et al. eds. 2003). Within its
objectives were setting the metropolitan planning agenda across Europe and finding
their main structural characteristic patterns. To remark its main conclusions, one of the
most significant inputs are the empirical validation of the metropolitan reform impacts
and the details about the institutional shift during the 90s. Salet et al. eds (2003)
concluded two bigger determinants on the route the de new metropolitan governance
configuration in europe: One is the effects caused by globalization at the European
union level, and second is the differentiation in intergovernmental relationships “all
relevant spatial activities have been brought into a new institutional arena -one that
gives greater privilege and status to the private sector” (Salet, et al. eds, 2003, p. 6)
The spatial policy has been formulated in a collaborative and negotiating approach
to the creation of strategic policy over the metropolitan arena. The new experiences
with private agencies fulfilling public task triggered new tensions amongst the
participants, on one hand, and widespread the methodological study approaches, on
the other. According to Salet, et al. eds (2003) the beginning of the XX century will be
dominated by three main approaches to Metropolitan concerning:
•
•
•

Multiactor and multilevel cooperation
Metropolitan fragmentation and competition between more autonomous local
actors.
The government is more decentralized, privatized, there are new constraints,
hierarchies, oligopolies and monopolies.

However, the efforts made by Salet, et al. eds (2003) to study the metropolitan
governance and the metropolitan planning was predominantly focused on descriptive
cases. The complexity to gather all of them under the same methodological approach
gave the image about the metropolitan areas nuances in Europe.
After 2005 new intension started to be explored through the comparative
methodologies (Boudreau, et al. 2006., Giersig 2008., Lackowska, & Zimmermann
2010., Heinelt, H. et al. eds 2011., Nelles, & Durand 2014), even expanding the national
borders under the intention to understand how the metropolitan governance work.
Scholars have become more skeptical of all varieties of universalistic and functionalist
interpretation, it is even more difficult to seek refuge in the ambitions of such holistic,
yet nonetheless particularistic explanatory accounts. It is an obvious and general trait
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of a shift towards more complexity-oriented and multilevel analysis that the pathways
of analysis and explanation will become more complicated, uncertain and knotty: “more
variables have to be taken into account, while there will be less (supposed) certainty
about the causal relationships among these variables. Thus, on the whole, the
formulation of full-blown theories is rendered more difficult under these
circumstances.” (Giersig, 2008, p. 46)
To conceptualize the current understanding of metropolitan governance is
important to set two description groups. The first is the description about metropolitan
governance key ideas that emerge in the recent literature on comparative metropolitan
governance, and the second is the common theoretical consensus regarding to the
structural metropolitan governance that will support the current research.
The main concerns in the literature have been around planning for the new
European metropolis stressing on its functions, politics and common simbols (Salet, et
al. ed, eds. 2015); the functional relations between the core and periphery at
metropolitan region level (Thierstein, 2015); The new instruments to enhance
cooperative and collective action at metropolitan level (Feiock, 2009); the problems
around jurisdictional fragmentation, politics of scale, business investment decision and
physical infrastructure (Cox, 2010; Nears, 2015). The first is the notion of transition
from the managerial city to an entrepreneurial city, a shift that is seen to be closely
related to the growth of inter-metropolitan competition in Europe (Wilks-Heeg, et al.
2003). To sum up the current metropolitan governance theoretical trends, I will show
the fourth topics identified by Harrison, & Hoyler (2014) putting special attention on
the last topic because it condenses the main analytical variables developed in the
current research.
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Figure 2: Governing the new metropolis issues. Harrison, & Hoyler (2014)

Governance, democracy and
the post political metropolis

(Re)-Imagin the metropolis

Fragility and mobilisaion

Periodization and trajectory

"Punctuating accounts proclaiming a new metropolitan politics is theorising on
a consensual post-political and post-democratic metropolis Marginalised
worker groups are becoming better organised, but most crucially, the middleclass is mobilising, becoming increasingly politically active, and ensuring all
large-scale evelopment projects are subject to increased civic scrutiny.
Illuminating the potential for a resurgent metropolitan politics, mobilisation
and resistance is one hing, but a credible alternative to the pro-growth
neoliberal ideals of globalised urbanism." p. 2256
"The new metropolitan elite dutifully positioned at the apex of national and
global urban systems, and where inclusion is limited to a select number of
increasingly large urban economic units. Yet through all this the inherently
complex territorial structures and politics manifest across a city-region present
a perpetual challenge for metropolitan leaders to assimilate and embrace
distinct spaces (city/cities, suburbs, counties, metropolitan areas), dissenting
voices, and opposed local interest groups into the governance fold." p. 2258
Territorial politics from local government fragmentation has always been
central to urban and regional governance but what marks city-regionalism out
for particular attention is the increased number of incorporated local areas in a
multinodal metropolis.
"One methodological approach offered to us is to examine policy trajectories
within a particular geographical context to reveal if the city-region is a
spatial/scalar referent for intervention during a given period. Another strategy
is to focus on institutional reorganisation and governmentalised remappings of
state space to determine whether entirely new structures are being created at
the scale of the city-region or existing structures are being modified to align
them with transformations to the character and dynamics of urban-regional
space." p. 2252

As it was mentioned before, the Periodization and Trajectory approaches give us
the starting point to define the theoretical structural consensus around what are the
main metropolitan governance concerns.
First of all, it is important to differentiate governance from government and
governing. “On one hand, governing is mostly referring to policy implementation. Note
that only in the case of political decision can we speak of governing. On the other hand,
government is used to designate coalitions endowed with political power who belong
to the formal institution of the state. Typically, governments are made up of elected
politicians and attached administrative, burocratic apparatus.” (Giersig, 2008;63). In
that sense, Giersig (2008, p. 55) extracted three traits which are constitutive for
defining governance.
1. “Firstly, I will argue that governance points to a diversification and proliferation
of policy-making coalitions that only in part consist of representatives of the
state.
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2. Secondly, these coalitions are of a temporary, project-oriented and focused
nature and imply a mutual dependency of the groups of actors involved.
3. Finally, governance tends to breed networks of experts which are usually neither
democratically elected nor accountable to a broader public.”
The main point concluded by Giersig (2008, p. 56) is the common misinterpretation
of governance as a theoretical concept. It is rather to be understood as an analytical tool
to describe empirical phenomena “A blurring of boundaries between the spheres of
state, market and civil society is the necessary precondition for the phenomenon of
governance to emerge at large scale. Governance is an empirical concept comprising
both ‘politics’ and ‘policy’ that points to a institutionalization of political decision
making where state and non-state actors (private companies and investors,
associations, higher educational institutions, grassroots movements etc.) join forces.”
(Giersig, 2008;63).
Detaching the metropolitan governance political aspects, the come-up question is
how to operationalize the study of metropolitan governance models focusing on the
spatial planning. Considering the theoretical framework explained so far, the analytical
variables will be determined by the institutional degree that give us the structural
relationship patterns, and the metropolitan governance models analyzed from its
spatial planning politics.

3

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 Introduction
Metropolitan institutions are increasingly becoming a significant tier of regulation
regarding the future of cities (Boudreau, J. A., et al. 2006, p. 8). The purpose of this
chapter is to show the operative route for developing the core metropolitan urban
governance ideas emphasizing on the spatial planning concerns. Keeping in mind the
periodization and trajectory approach developed by Harrison & Hoyler (2014) and the
governance understanding as an analytical tool to describe empirical phenomena, the
methodology through the models of metropolitan governance will help to
operationalize the theoretical framework.
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The methodological framework around the Models of Metropolitan Governance will
be divided in two moments: first the institutional level, and the second the metropolitan
spatial policy analysis.
3.2 Institutional level degree
Following the literature review and the institutional approach supported by Tòmas,
M. (2015); Slack, E. (2007); Anderson, M. (2010), and UN-HABITAT (2008) the
institutional level degree will be understood like the level of centralization or control
over the urban functions and the degree of formality in them relationships among the
various units in the metropolitan area (UN-HABITAT, 2008). Theoretical at least, the
metropolitan governments have previously created an institutional figure which boost
the territorial development. Despite the metropolitan physical phenomenon, the
governance system will differ or being similar according to a group of traceable
categories and variables. The intension to classified the institutional level degree will
determined us the territorial metropolitan category and the type of institutional
government that run the metropolitan development.
Figure 3: Axes of investigation: Institutional level degree
Axe of investigation

Competences

Variable
Level of Territorial
Fragmentation

Institutional Level
Degree (Metropolitan Type of compentences
Authority)

Type of financing

Type of Representation

Indicador
Number of Autonomous
Coordinated dependences
Number of public, private and mixed
service management agencies
associated
Transfers from the bottom
(municipalities) from the top (other
levels of government)
Levies and own Taxes
Direct/indirect election of
metropolitan mayors and councillors

Analytical Category

1. Metropolitan Government
2. Metropolitan Agencies
3. Vertical Coordination
4. Voluntary Cooperation

Civil society representation

Source: Tòmas, M. 2015

3.3 The institutional dimension of metropolitan spatial planning politics
Following the institutional dimension worked so far, the next step is set the
analytical platform to categorize the models of metropolitan governance in
concordance with the metropolitan spatial planning policies. Supported by Pierre, Jon
(1999) theoretical approach where he condenses, in fourth models, the wide variety of
urban governance objectives: managerial, corporatist, progrowth, and welfare
governance. The main importance to work with Pierre’s models is the practical
synthesis about the political orientation behind the metropolitan spatial planning
politics.
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The idea is to make a critical interpretation about the current metropolitan spatial
planning policies using the forth variables described by Pierre (1999): participants,
objectives, main instruments, and outcomes. The conceptualization of metropolitan
spatial policies in fourth models are based on ideal types; however, it is possible to find
sectors (spatial planning, environment, transport, economy) where some models are
more relevant than others.
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Figure 4: Axes of investigation: Metropolitan Spatial Policy Model
MODELS

DEFINITION
"The managerial aspect, in which local government is seen as a public
organization resolving collective needs and interests through service
production and delivery. The overall goal is to create a public-choicestyle, marketlike exchange between the producers and consumers of
urban services in which consumer choice, rather than preferences
among elected officials, decides what services they will be offered and
by whom. The focus on costs, efficiency, demand, and professional
Managerial
management clearly has a lot to offer to public service producers at all
levels of government. Managerial governance accords only a minimal
role to elected officials. Managerial governance blurs the publicprivate distinction, not least on an ideological level, by portraying
service producers and clients as actors in markets and by identifying
market-based criteria as the main criteria for evaluation" (p. 378)
The corporatist model of urban governance is typical of the small,
industrial, advanced democracies of Western Europe. These are
political systems historically characterized by a strong etatist
tradition that manifests itself in a large public sector, redistributive
policies, comprehensive welfare state service provisions, a high
degree of political involvement, proportional representation, and
strong voluntary associations. Although the emphasis is on
safeguarding and promoting the interests of the organizations’
Corporatist
members, there is also a strong commitment to participatory
democracy in a broader sense. Organization tends to propel
counterorganization which, in turn, sustains high levels of collective
participation. Corporatist governance portrays local government as a
political and democratic system for the inclusion of social groups and
organized interests in the urban political process. The idea of
participatory local democracy manifested in interest representation is
central to this model of urban governance. (p. 380)
"One of the main issue has been the extent to which the urban
political economy allows for political choice On the other side of the
argument, advocates of the “politics matters” school of
thought—although acknowledging the powerful influence of the
capitalist economy both in structural terms and with regard to
corporate decisions and strategies—maintain that all economic
structural arrangements offer some degree of political choice
Progrowth Governance conceived of as making choices involves decisions that
are not policy choices but nonetheless have significant political
ramifications. One such choice is whether the city should get seriously
involved in economic development in the first place." (p.383)
Progrowth governance is the structuring of concerted, public-private
actions to boost the local economy. Such collaboration rests on
shared interests in economic growth between city hall and the
downtown business elite (Pierre, 1999, p.384 quote Molotch 1976).
Cities embedded in a passive state policy style and that are
characterized by a stagnant local economy are labeled welfare cities.
Welfare governance refers to the governance of this particular type of
urban political and economic setting. These cities have very limited
Welfare
growth in the local economy. Given this dependency on central
government spending, this governance model includes the state to the
largest extent possible, as a provider or as an enabler or both. (p. 386)

VARIABLES

Participants
Objectives
Main instruments
Outcomes

Participants
Objectives
Main instruments
Outcomes

Participants
Objectives
Main instruments
Outcomes

Participants
Objectives
Main instruments
Outcomes

Source: Jon Pierre, 1999
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The variables definition will be the traceable and comparable route in both cases
Madrid Metropolitan Area and Frankfurt Rhein-Main. The participants are the actors
involved on the design, influence and decision-making process about the currents
metropolitan spatial planning policies. The objectives set by the metropolitan policies
and the development forecast. The main instruments applied to attain these objectives.
The outcomes will be emphasized more on the conflicts, critical implementations issues,
resistant groups, tipping points, set back, and amendments than the formal (legal)
explicit intentions.
To sum up the overall structure, the comparable models of metropolitan
governance will be analyzed in three parts: first, it will be the territorial composition,
general structure and the definition of the metropolitan phenomenon in both cases
Metropolitan Area of Madrid and Frankfurt Rhein-Main. Second, it will be analyzed
following the metropolitan institutional level degree. Finally, the analysis will be
focused on the current metropolitan spatial planning policies following the fourth
described variables and conceptualized in the subsequent model.

4

FACING THE METROPOLITAN PHENOMENON

The next chapter will be mainly focused on define and understand what the
metropolitan phenomenon means in both cases, to achieve this goal will be answered
three main questions:
-

What have been the most determinant facts in shaping the metropolitanization
process?
What is the current metropolitan phenomenon in both areas?
What is the metropolitan area in Frankfurt RhineMain and Madrid?

The chapter will be developed using the same categories in both areas, however, for
practical aspects, both cases were separately explained with an analytical comparison
subchapter at the end of the case studies.

4.1 MADRID: The suburban pressures and institutional changes
There are three historical cuts which can help us to identify the evolution of the
institutional point of view about the metropolitan phenomenon. The first period is from
1960 to 1980 where there were two important facts: The design of Madrid Metropolitan
Urban Plan and the role played by the Madrid Metropolitan Area Commission for
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Planning and Coordination. The second period is during the 80’ with one important
political fact and two subsequent technical outcomes: the creation of the Autonomous
Communities of Madrid and the subsequent Metropolitan Commission (COPLACO)
abolishing. Finally, the current Metropolitan phenomenon was developed under an
uneven polycentrism during the 80’s and 90’s.
During the 60’s Madrid capital city crossed an industrialization period which
attracts migrants from different parts of Spain. Changes in the economic production
model replaced the previous agriculture activities to new industrial and services jobs
(INE, 2011). This situation put pressured over the territorial limits amongst Madrid
capital city and its neighbor municipalities. As results, in 1963 was passed a law about
two metropolitan issues: The design of Madrid Metropolitan Urban Plan and Madrid
Metropolitan Area Commission for Planning and Coordination (COPLACO).1
The Madrid Metropolitan Urban Plan set three important objectives which at those
years were considered as structural supports attached to the oncoming metropolitan
pressures: 1. The first main objective was the designing of territorial polygons to
decongest the main vehicle routes. 2. the second objective was the recognition of
authorities competencies system about who would be the metropolitan actors, their
scopes, and their duties linked to the impacts, and 3) To give a metropolitan territorial
borders definition that could order the territory using rational decisions. (Ley 121,
1963).
According to the law ‘Ley 121, Figure 5: Metropolitan Area of Madrid, 1963
1963’ the new metropolitan
territorial borders would include 23
municipalities, including Madrid
capital city, would be under
COPLACO’S planning functions. At
this point, one of the territorial
particularities are the growing
tendency marked by the west
neighbors’ municipalities. Also,
there is not a municipal dispersion
which goes in hand with the idea of
improving the efficient motorway
infrastructure. All the neighbors’
municipalities
surround
the
1

Translated by the author, Comisión de Planeamiento y Ordenación del Area Metropolitana de Madrid
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centrality of Madrid, they were shaping a territorial belt, even it is clear the two main
territorial centrality levels: Madrid capital city and the Metropolitan Area of Madrid.

4.1.1 What does COPLACO meant during the democratic transition?
The second important metropolitan facts were the reorganization of authorities
and competencies system. In the same law (‘Ley 121, 1963’), chapter II, there were
defined who would be the principal actor in charge of designing the Metropolitan Urban
Plan, namely: Comision de Planeamiento y Ordenación del Area Metropolitana de
Madrid (COPLACO). The law placed a group of responsibilities to COPLACO that in
general words say:
‘To write, approve, coordinate, review, control, boost, and modify
the Plan General de Ordenación del Área Metropolitana de Madrid and
services related to school buildings, transport, train infrastructure, and
infrastructure to access to the city.
-

To determine and locate the industry zones and noisy activities

To propose the Decongestion Policy of Madrid and lead the actions
to define and design the polygons.
To promote the private initiatives concerned with urban
development2’ (Ley 121, p.3 1963)
The institutional structure was determinant on how COPLACO would set its
relationships with the metropolitan municipalities and how would be the tools to
achieve its goals. The creation of COPLACO was a national decision that saw the
importance of an intermediate institutional level between municipalities and national
government; however, due to this vertical orientation, COPLACO lost its political
legitimacy. Meanwhile, municipalities were claimed democratic institutions the
national government imposed COPLACO. Therefore, as a direct consequence, some
technical decisions concerned to planning process were demised caused by political
frictions. Even, as Valenzuela (2011) mentions, the mismatch between the top-bottom
authority, the experimental decision to face the metropolitan challenge, the absence of
a coherent, complete and detailed law, and the issues concerned to financing were the

2

Translated by the author
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institutional context to cast a doubt and reorganize, the municipal and institutional
relationship at municipal, metropolitan, and regional level.
The economic-political context during the 70’s was passed by powerful disruptions:
on one hand, the European economic changes set the arena to develop another global
economic order, and on the other hand, this period was the end of Spanish dictatorship
and marked the transition towards a democratic model. The political arena in Spain
suffered a shift after the end of Franco’s dictatorship in 1975. The first democratic
election was celebrated in 1977, and it was won by the Socialist Party. However, the
intermediate period was marked by a strong citizenship struggles whose demanding
more decentralized power to local authorities. These struggles upscale the citizen level
and directly achieved institutional political power. By the 70’s, the relationship
between COPLACO and municipal planning institution was known for being rough
(Valenzuela, 2011). Despite the good intentions to take technical decision concerned to
metropolitan territory, the political disruption between both authorities, local and
National, become bigger “Moreover, government is forming commissions and
committees with broader representation. The Madrid Federation of Municipalities,
formed in 1980 (mainly to fight COPLACO), has now evolved into a regional advocate
and a collective forum to debate regional issues that affect localities” (Neuman, 2010;
p. 89)
In 1983 was passed the law (art. 144, Ley Orgánica) that officially set the new
territorial borders to the Community of Madrid and define it as the Autonomous
Community of Madrid (A.C.M) which also will be an intermediate level between local
and national scale. The Autonomous Community of Madrid took the responsibilities in
charge of COPLACO, and extended it to the Community and regional level. The
Metropolitan Area of Madrid was dissolved, the defined administrative competencies
were also extended to the Community level and, despite the metropolitan phenomenon
keeping growing, the political purpose of the A.C.M creation was to give more autonomy
decision to municipalities and strengthen the regional scale. The Madrid Metropolitan
Planning and Coordination Commission (COPLACO) started to fade off since the 1970s
and early 1980s. One of the principal causes was being a vertical national government
entity, "it was its stubborn refusal to face the music of the democratic decentralization
brought on by the citizens’ movement of the 1970s and the postfranquist transition. Its
rigidity in the face of change was the nail in its coffin." (Neuman, 2010;60). The
dissolution of the Metropolitan Area of Madrid as urban actor implied the transfer of
responsibilities to Autonomous Community. The Metropolitan Area passed from 23
municipalities to Metropolitan Region with 178 municipal corporations that also
demanded autonomy and democratic political participation. The abolished of COPLACO
not only meant the replacement of one institution to other with longer territorial
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responsibilities, it also implied changes in the relationships that then would shape other
institutional and territorial models.
To sum up the main reasons which moved the institutional change, I will remark
five: The vertical coordination structure where nation state authority led the decisions
over local necessities and requirements. Despite COPLACO was mainly a technical
group there was difficulties to implement a coherent and common territorial project.
Third, the power relationships between national and local institutions were marked by
struggles, disagreements and permanent antagonism. Fourth, the democratic transition
changed the power relationships. New political parties assumed political control and
gave more autonomy and decision capacity to local powers. Finally, the territorial
model was extended and the region become the new actor.
4.1.2 Polycentrism as a territorial model
During the 90s the metropolitan pattern was mainly lead by motorways
infrastructural projects. For mentioning one example, the M30 motorway, which
started in the 1960 and was completed in 1990, is a motorway ring which surrounds
the whole Madrid capital city and allows the access to it, additionally to other important
motorways which cross the city from south to north and from west to east.
The autonomy won by municipalities, during the Democratic Transition, and the
new political and territorial actor, known as Autonomous Community of Madrid, were
one of the most important precedents in the metropolitan phenomenon. The territorial
delimitation of the Metropolitan Area of Madrid was abolished in 1985, but it did not
mean that the urban growing phenomenon disappeared along with the administrative
law. Conversely, an urban intense development dynamic was demanded by the former
metropolitan municipalities. The increasing importance of the environment quality, the
available space to develop new urban projects (housing, industry, and academia, among
others) the lower land prices, and the advantage of being connected with Madrid capital
city were the starting point to reinforce the autonomy idea and the polycentric urban
model in the neighbor municipalities. (Valenzuela, 2011a; Santos, J. M., et al. 2011)
In this way, during the 90s come up some potential urban cores led by the first
neighbor municipalities ring around Madrid, with a high expansion tendency towards
the south of the capital city: Coslada, San Fernando de Henares, Torrejón de Ardoz y
Alcalá de Henares. (Santos, J. M., et al. 2011;224).
To get a better understanding of how the metropolitan phenomenon was feed by
the polycentrism territorial model, it is important to think in fourth scales: the first was
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the whole current dynamics mentioned before (infrastructure, autonomy and selfurban and economic developer, and suburbanization of housing, industrial and
academic projects among other). The second is the local scale, Madrid capital city was
the opposite situation, there was not enough space to develop big industrial projects,
the prices of land were high, and the environmental quality could not compete with the
suburban areas. (Santos, J. M., et al. 2011). The third scale was the national, Spain took
part in the European Union in 1985 and unified its currency to Euro in 2001. This
situation aligned Spain in administrative a political concerned to European laws, but
this context mostly gave to the metropolitan area a good platform to work on what
would be economic flourishing during the first decade of the XXI century. Finally, the
fourth scale and one of the most important was the international level. In 1992 were
celebrated two international events which boost Spain at international levels: The
Universal Expositions of Seville (Expo 92) and The Summer Olympic Games in
Barcelona. The door opened to local municipalities and cities by these events was the
structure of the new model of managing the city. Each city, town, and municipality
would be capable of trace its own economic and urban development route through the
attracting national and international investments, developing its own ideas and
projects, but mostly, being aligned to the new global economic initiatives.
These fourth scales implied an alignment of a new model of urban development to
the cities, but additionally, the metropolitan phenomenon mutt from monocentric
model around Madrid to polycentric municipalities, also around Madrid, but trying to
develop each self as a unique actor.
During the 80’s there were determinant public policies which would shape the
polycentric metropolitan model in Madrid. The diffusion of centralities policies
reinforces the idea of which municipalities can counterbalance the urban development
over the territory. To mention three of main decentralizes diffusion intentions and its
correspondent territorial impact, I will highlight:
1. The impact triggered by the transferring competencies to the new Regional
Public Transport. In 1985 was enacted the law which creates the Public
Regional Transport Agency (Consorcio Regional de Transportes Públicos
Regulares de Madrid). According to the law, the increasing demand of daily
commuting across the metropolitan area of Madrid request the improving,
coordination and planning of a new public offer that can supply these demands.
The direct impact of the polycentric model was, additional to infrastructure
development, the changes in time and distance from on municipality and other
and the non-restrictive access to use of private cars.
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2. The second important decentralist diffusion policies were takeover by the “new
public universities in the south-west of the metropolitan area, […], The
University Carlos III was founded in 1989, began its activities in the two
metropolitan municipalities Getafe and Leganés, and then Colmenar Viejo. To
accommodate the university buildings were used the former old military
installations embedded in the urban centers of both municipalities, and
complemented with new buildings.” (Valenzuela, 2011;228).
3. Finally, the third important decentralist diffusion policies are concerned to the
real estate boom and the suburbanization process. To mentions the two general
territorial impacts are the first wave concentrated in the southwest of the
capital city. Many of this municipalities becomes important industrial areas a
where residences for workers. The second wave was developed in the
northwest but prioritizing the middle-class upgrade services.
4.1.3 The metropolitan area defined by services decentralization and logistic services
As we seen before the metropolitan territorial tendency in Madrid was influenced
by a growing polycentrism model. The industry and the housing projects picked up the
neighbors Madrid’s municipalities for placing the new urban projects. However, during
the first decade of the new century other urbans development stressed the
metropolitan phenomenon in the first and second surrounding rings of Madrid’s
neighbor’s municipalities.
A variety of services
took place outside of the
capital city. Additionally,
of industry sector and
housing projects, new
urban
developments
were built: business
parks,
commercial
areas,
educative
services, amongst other.
But to mention one of
the
most
intensive
impact projects is the
new terminal airport T4 and the logistic centers around it. Since 2006 the airport
become the 4th international airport hub (Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 2013) in Europe
and its impact went beyond of its basic functions. On one hand, the number of direct
Figure 6: Logistic centers in the Metropolitan Area of Madrid
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employs were 44.000 and indirect were around 210.000 (Ayuntamiento de Madrid
2013;77) and, on the other hand, the logistic centers developed an important
commercial node not only for Madrid, but also for the neighbor countries. The next
image shows the main logistic center concentration in the south- east of Madrid. As we
can see, the importance of the circular highway (M-40) and the A-2 is the strategical
connection and accessibility to the capital city as well as other autonomous
communities.
The previous imagen also can help us to identify the basic territorial organization
of Madrid and the impact of the straightforward infrastructure development focused
on motorways. The first motorway surrounding Madrid is the M-30 and territorially
divide the capital city from the municipal neighbors. The pink polygons are concerned
to neighbor municipalities which, as same as Madrid, are borders by the main
motorways connected to the capital city.
Just to have a general Figure 7: Scientific and technological centers,
overview about the other Metropolitan Area of Madrid
important sectors is education
and technology. As the next
image show us how the
municipalities in south-west
were picked up as arena for
developing
scientific
and
technological centers. All of the
names mentioned in the
pictures are technological
parks or high scientific centers.
To sum up the first part of
the metropolitan phenomenon in Madrid, there were three important moments: the
first was the COPLACO period where there was set the first territorial definition about
what would be understood as a metropolitan area, also that period was important due
to political and administrative change as well as the metropolitan plan and
infrastructure interventions (motorways infrastructure, polygons industrial definition
and housing projects). The second important moment was the abolish of the
metropolitan area definition during the 80s and the open door to develop another
territorial model from being monocentric (concentrated in the capital city) to
polycentric (spread out to neighbor municipalities). Finally, the third important
moment was the consolidation and diversification of that polycentric model where,
additional to industry and housing project, other services (logistic, education, finance,
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business, transports, amongst others) took place within the first and second
municipalities ring around the capital city.
4.2 FRANKFURT RHEIN-MAIN. The first institutional attempts for governing
Frankfurt Rhine-Main: the Umlandverband Frankfurt (UVF)
The post second world war period set the challenge to political reorganize the
territory in Germany. During the second half of the twenty century, the federal state of
Hessen started a long term planning process which has been involved in important
territorial, political and experimental decision concerned to governing different spatial
scales. The current chapter has the goal of identifying and introducing the crucial point
of this process and connect them with the current metropolitan governing model in
Frankfurt Rhein-Main. It is important to say that, despite the whole Germany governing
complex model, the chapter will be focused on Frankfurt Rhein-main with some
contextual extension to the Hesse federal state.
As it was described in the theoretical chapter, the 80’s was a decade marked by
economic changes in Europe. The powers re-scaling boosts the cities to cast doubt the
power of the state and struggles in a new arena of power relationship (Le Galès, 2002;
Brenner, 2003; Wilks-Heeg, Perry, Beth. & Harding;2003). The idea of keeping in mind
this context is to zoom in Frankfurt Rhine-main during that period and see how were
the changes at the metropolitan level, what were the main territorial pressures, and
especially, to set a discussion between both cases and the theoretical proposals.
The Umlandverband Frankfurt (UVF) was founded in 1975. Based on the Land
Hesse Parliament law, which was led by the Social democratic party in those years, the
idea was to continue empowering the intention to create an institution which goes
beyond the municipal borders. One of the particularities around the Frankfurt Rheinmain case study is the long tradition of associative political experimentation around
how to plan and understand the different territorial levels. What, in general terms,
looked for the creation of UVF was to upscale the previous Regional Planning
Association (Regionale Planungsgemeinschaft Untermain/RPU), which had been
founded in 1962, but stressing on four goals (Hildenbrand, 2015; Freund, 2003):
Demographic issues, “local combination of living and working in the settlement nuclei,
transformation of the radial road structure into a net, and definition of a green belt
(regionaler Grünzug) in order to limit expansion of settlement land” (Freund,
2003;131).
Nevertheless, in 1974 the Land Hesse Parliament decided to replace the RPU
competencies with other institution that could overcome the previous weakness. The
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new Association of Frankfurt and peri-urban municipalities would be composed of 43
municipalities and would be elected by democratic process (Freund, 2003). “The UVF
had its parliament. It was shaped by 43 municipalities and six districts which were
democratically elected each fourth years. Besides, there was a municipal chamber
(Gemeindekammer) shaped by 43 deputies from each belonging municipality”
(Translated by author. Hildenbrand, 2015;491).
The UVF gave the chance to design the starting point which would put more
emphasis on local interest than the creation of a joined plan (Lackowska, M. 2011).
However, it answered to the experimental governing dynamics which demands from
one side its proper planning responsibilities, and, on the other, dealing with the local
pressures which claiming more power concertation instead of equal distribution. The
importance to keep the institutional process from the 80’s is to trace how the institution
was changing it central duties until finding its best way to enhance the spatial planning
process. According to Freund (2003;133) the joint authority had the following
entitlements provided by the special law of the Federal State of Hessen:
“• Preparation of a land-use plan for the whole planning region;
• Acquisition of land in order to build up a proper stock;
• Preparation of a comprehensive traffic plan;
• Coordination of technical planning, such as
– public transport systems;
– energy provision;
– water supply;
– sewage treatment;
– refuse disposal;
• Landscape planning;
• Construction and management of leisure facilities of supra-local dimension.”
The objective of being focused on leisure facilities opened the strategical point of
view to involve the relationship between environment, landscaping and everyday
activities. Then, as I will mention in the next subchapter, during the 90’s the governing
agreement about what would be the strategical territorial themes, many urban and
metropolitan concerns would be constraints by environmental determinants.
4.2.1 The dialectic of territorial powers: the global city is shaped by ecological
determinants
The 80's sawed the institutional intention of governing beyond the local
administrative borders. The UVF was the regional authority in charge of upscale the
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local demands and create another territorial identity amongst their citizens. However,
the political and territorial conflicts against this institutional figure also were intense.
Frankfurt am main started to become a strategical economic city and demand more
power over the territorial decision.
During the 80’s Frankfurt am main was governed by Christian Democratic party,
which was the opposite party of UVF (Social Democrats).
“Centred on a core ideological project of global city formation under Christian
Democrat mayor Walter Wallmann in Frankfurt (1977–1986) (high-rise building,
investments in the built environment of culture (Museumsufer) linked to populism
and xenophobia), axial master planning under Albert Speer Jr, the financial
industry and the fairgrounds (which pursued spectacular architectural projects
with starchitects such as Ungers, Jahn, KPF and others) and regional economic
expansion based on aggressive airport extension, a ‘growth machine’ laid the
groundwork for Frankfurt’s ‘maturation’ from a national centre of the German
economic miracle to becoming a central hub of the global financial and producer
service industries.” (Keil, 2011;2499-2500)

Frankfurt am main undertook the project to grow towards becoming a global
strategical actor. The constraints were to be under the regional authority which also
undistinguished treat the 43 municipalities regarding power decision taking
(Hildenbrand, 2015; Keil, 2011; Freund, 2003). “Likewise, even though the Hessen
federal state was agreed about the UVF law, they never had the willing of creating a
powerful institution which could become a potential political adversary that threaten
its power position” (Translated by author. Hildenbrand, 2015;492)
Reviewing the case of Frankfurt, it gives us the chance to empirically comprehend
what Brenner (2004) called the ‘re-scaling of the statehood.' The governing agreement
amongst the three power territorial levels (Hessen federal state, UVF (Regional), and
Frankfurt am main (local)) was power in disputes were far away of being harmonically
balanced. Frankfurt am main up-scale its profile to international spheres, they take the
opportunity given by the global market and tried to upscale its position beyond
regional, national and European borders. On the other side of power relationships, the
UVF was also in charge of upscale the local views towards regional spatial equilibrium,
but, despite all of them recognized the need of having the UVF institution, the local
(down) and federal (up) were cautions of granting more political faculties. Finally, the
Hessen federal state was the third actor which had to strategically take decision
amongst the emergent power figures (Frankfurt am main and the UVF).
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To mention one example about how the two powers (Frankfurt am main and UVF)
works on spatial planning field is the Green belt project. Frankfurt am main had been
working to win a position at the global cities rankings, one of its attractiveness was the
quality of living in the suburbs. However, the UVF had been started to build the green
belt at the regional scale to prevent the sprawling phenomenon and all the implied
increasing urban and social cost. Frankfurt am main had one vote in the deputy
chamber, but they were who more international investment was attracting. The tension
between these two levels was solved through the environmental regional spatial
project. The green belt project would offer leisure facilities that keep the attracting over
Frankfurt am main and other municipalities, but, at the same time, would restrict the
suburban sprawl.
“Since the late 1980s, the regional level has gained importance as an arena for a
new wave of policy experimentation and institutional reform Metropolitan governance
is increasingly being viewed as a key instrument for enhancing regional economic
competitiveness as well as for coordination and cooperation within an urban
agglomeration” (Blotevogel & Schmitt, 2006;58). This process was reinforced during
the first half of the 90’s by the Frankfurt am main mayor Andreas von Schoeler, Social
Democratic Party (SDP), who kept the intention to make Frankfurt am main as a global
hub, but counterbalancing the environmental approach led by the UVF.
4.2.2 Boosting the economic competitiveness: The voluntary association governing
model
During the second half of 90’s the political/administrative arena significantly
changed in Frankfurt Rhine-main. To mention the three determinants facts, which then
would become in the UVF restructuration, I highlight these: i. The new political
coalitions (Christian-Democratic/Green parties) governing in Frankfurt am main
resumed part of Wallmann´s 80’s ideas about impulse the scale to promote economic
development via internationalization (Roger, 2011). ii. The increasing local demands
and goals continued questioning the power given to UVF. iii. There was a beginning of
responsibilities transfer from the UVF to new emergent Associations: First, the case of
the Public Transport replacement authority from UVF to Rhein-Main
verkehrsverbund/RMV, and then the waste disposal management (Freund, 2003). (iv.)
The new objectives to create a stronger competitive region based on municipal
cooperation and the sharing of new stakeholders, (v.) the need to coordinate regional
marketing and economic development (Lackowska, 2011;101), and (vi.) The passed
law by the Federal State of Hesse Parliament on December 19th, 2000 which
strengthened the municipal cooperation (Hildenbran, 2015). As a result, in 2001 the
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UVF was dissolved and replaced by new institutional association figure the
Planungsverband Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main.
The law was about of extending the metropolitan area territory from 43
municipalities to 75. “But the extending of geographic scale was not accompanied by
extension of powers. On the contrary, the new association has much less competence it is in fact a single-purpose association, whereas the UVF had formally (and early on in
reality) a wide range of responsibilities.” (Blatter, 2006, 133 quoted by Lackwoska,
2011;95). The come up of new actors diversified the governing arena, even the new
metropolitan governing model was led by multiple associations. The objective was to
boost a competitive economic region. The agreement was that all the initiatives that
will economically impact the new territory would be articulated.
The doors were open to experiment new forms of metropolitan governance. The
cooperation amongst municipalities was powered by public-private initiatives
attempts from public and private actors to overcome territorial administrative
boundaries and strengthen functional regionalization and relations within various
networks (Hoyler, Freylag, & Mager, 2006;11)
The new metropolitan governance model was mainly led by multiple associations.
The Planungsverband competencies were restricted to planning functions. Meanwhile,
the most influential forces over the territory were led to create a competitive
metropolitan regional territory. As one of the main outcomes, from the
Planungsverband period is the document “Frankfurt/Rhein-main 2020 – the European
metropolitan region. Strategic vision for the regional Land Use Plan and for the
Regionalplan Südhessen” released in 2005, in the last chapter I will detail the strategical
spatial planning tools and its connections from this document.
One of the first metropolitan objective set at the end of 90’s was the enhancing of
the metropolitan region image. The economic actors knew that was necessary to sell a
coherent and balanced territory for attracting investment. The Wirtschaftsinitiative
Frankfurt RheinMain was a promotional initiative of currently over 150 firms. “The
Wirtschaftsinitiative aims to foster a common regional identity, support prestigious
and highly visible projects, and improve the public image of Rhine-Main to promote the
region nationally and internationally” (Hoyler, Freylag, & Mager, 2006;11)
To sum up the partial numbers of association and how they strategically tried to
connect their objective to whole metropolitan region enterprise could start since
Wirtschaftsinitiative. Then, in 2003 other initiatives were linked. Metropolitana was
another organization by five major international companies, the Hesse regional office
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of the Deutsche Bundesbank, the Wirtschaftsinitiative, the Rhine- Main public transport
association and the Messe Frankfurt, to initiate innovative regional projects (Blatter,
2005, p. 147 quoted by Hoyler, Freylag, & Mager ibid.). Cultural discussion forums
(Naturalia Frankfurt/ Rhein Main). “In a survey carried out by the planning association
in 2003, it turned out that 75 percent of the municipalities are members of five or six
organizations. Frankfurt was the most active, participating in 17 organizations
(Schaffer and Scheck 2006, 72). There was no municipality involved in less than three
organizations. All in all, 114 forms of institutionalizing cooperation were detected”
(Schaffer and Scheck 2006, 89 quoted by Lackowska, 2011;106).
The UVF’s issues worked since 1975 to 2001 were simplified and delegated to
Planungsverband, but it did not imply the reduction of metropolitan regional territory,
conversely, it was extended to 75 municipalities. On the other hand, the main backbone
defined to the metropolitan region development was led by multiple municipal
voluntary associations with lack political legitimation. The model was saturated by
municipal and associative groups fragmentation, and despite the metropolitan region
have been achieving its international goals, the new metropolitan region demands were
claimed other specialized institution that overcomes the Planungsverband deficiencies.
4.3 Comparative findings
Seeing both cases in comparative perspective, there are five main findings which
can give us analytical perspective about how the metropolitan phenomenon have been
mainly assumed and governed during the century transition. The first analytical
discussion is about Brenner ideas of the effect suffered by metropolitan areas since the
new economic model arouses during the 80’s and 90’s. The second is about the role
played by the metropolitan institutional authority model in both cases. The third is how
can we analyze the Brenner and Le Gales discussion on the light of both cases, and the
fourth is how the democratic process shaped the path followed by Frankfurt Rheinmain and the Metropolitan Area of Madrid.
The metropolitan governance reform (Brenner, 2003) (see theoretical framework
chapter) implied a reorganization in the power relationships amongst the three most
important territorial authorities: State, local municipalities and metropolitan region
authorities. Which is remarkable in both cases is the partial synchrony of the
metropolitan reform a how the institutional figure played a pivotal role in strategically
conduct this reform. As we saw in Madrid case, the abolishing of COPLACO and the
subsequent transferring of territorial planning responsibilities to Autonomous
Community of Madrid left the metropolitan governance reform to local municipalities.
The new localism not necessary conducted to a subsequent new regionalism for the
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sake of becoming a strong regional competitor. However, the localism model further
the power concentration in the capital city made the Metropolitan area of Madrid an
international competitor, but with questionable and critic spatial development.
Comparing both cases under the Brenner discussion, we will see that, despite there
is a mismatch regarding dates and period of times, the emerging question is, if both
metropolitan developments followed the same pattern towards becoming a
competitive territory. What were the differences in the roles played by the metropolitan
governing model during those years? The first purpose was to involve the vast number
of economic actors to the new territorial model. As we seen in the case of Frankfurt
Rhein-main, the metropolitan governing base was the municipal voluntary cooperation
depicted by multiple private-public associations. On the other hand, in Madrid due to
there was not a properly metropolitan authority, the transferring of regional spatial
intervention was addressed to direct new public and private-public companies, i.e.,
Public Transport: Consorcio Regional de Transportes de Madrid (1985) and Fundación
Arpegio (2006).
Other differences between both cases about the role played by the metropolitan
institution is the triangular connection amongst Regional identity project, Economic
effectiveness, and Participation. Meanwhile, the governing model in Frankfurt Rheinmain tried to keep the territorial coherence in these three aspects, in Madrid the
principal forces were unbalanced to Economic effectiveness side. Due to the time when
Brenner’s paper (2003) released the question about the subsequent metropolitan
governance experiments were too early. However, what Brenner saw through the
metropolitan reforms was the start of permanent institutional mutation to adapt new
goals. But, keeping the discussion between Le Gales (2002) and Brenner (2003), these
new experiments in metropolitan governance gave a complex meaning to the
Metropolitan actor beyond the common urban growing subsequent problems.
The second comparative idea is the role played by the democratic process within
metropolitan governance institutional configuration. This process is the touchstone to
understand the two different paths followed by both cases. One of the most direct
conflicts against COPLACO was the vertical authority from the state government.
Despite the whole technical COPLACO’S intentions, the metropolitan territorial model
proposes by them, even the guidelines, plans, documents and laws, the political
struggles did not allow to form a teamwork. Citizens and local authorities demand
democratic process, and this somewhat happened during the Democratic Transition,
but the power gained via democratic elections by local authorities was not strategically
upscaled to metropolitan scale.
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In Frankfurt Rhein-main the transitional democratic process went from being a
citizen direct metropolitan authority election to be chosen by economic or powerful
municipal actors. My argument about the importance of how the democratic process
should be on the base of the metropolitan governance model is mainly because of the
two effects are given by the political legitimacy from the citizens and the expansion of
territorial belongings. The democratic process helped to reinforce the metropolitan
identity at the same time was giving a predominance status to this intermediate
territorial scale. One example to see the outcomes given by this value is seen in detail
the levels of citizens, association and civil organizations participations for building a
stronger metropolitan region.
5

THE INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND METROPOLITAN SPATIAL PLANNING

Continuing with the main objectives, the current chapter will be focused on
explaining the institutional dimension behind the metropolitan phenomenon. In the
previous chapter, we saw what were the spatial pressures that are shaping the
challenge of the metropolitan phenomenon. These dynamics are important to
determine the metropolitan governing model because they are linked and influenced
by the institutional structure that takes the decision in which way the plans should be
implemented. The chapter 5 will approach us to the institutional dimension behind the
metropolitan phenomenon.
The worries about the institutional dimension are primarily focused on understand
the institution as social organization who come together around different objectives, in
this case, the institutional discussion will be mainly approached about of: The
authorities in charge of the metropolitan spatial planning.
Due to both metropolitan institutional authorities are facing different metropolitan
phenomenon, the idea was to know how the institution is also shaped by the
Metropolitan phenomenon and what is the come up spatial planning process result of
the encounter. To achieve the structural metropolitan institutional branches, I set a
framework with the main actors in both metropolitan areas. The idea was trace the
same themes and see:
-

What is the metropolitan area in both cases according to the institutional work?
How are both institutions internal organized? Dependencies, departments, who
is/are the metropolitan authority/ies
How they understand the metropolitan phenomenon?
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-

Which objectives are the institution follow to handle the metropolitan phenomenon.?3

To compare the two models of metropolitan governance, stressing on the analysis
of the spatial planning, is important to keep the same thread in both cases. To
accomplish this methodological concern both cases are covering the same themes but
adjusted to the institutional particularities. As it was defined in the theoretical chapter
there are four main models of governance at metropolitan scale: 1. One-Tier
Fragmented Government Model. 2. One-Tier Consolidated Government Model; 3. TwoTier Government Model 4. Voluntary Cooperation (Slack, 2007) therefore the current
chapter will provide in detail how the metropolitan institution is inside consolidated
around the metropolitan spatial planning issues.
To accomplish these goals both cases were deeply threated using two
methodologies: semi-structured interview and institutional document analysis. For
practical methodology explanation the next table describe the main variables treated
with each actor and how they are linked with the institutional map.

3

To see the extension of themes and the interview model check the Annex 1
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Figure 8: The variables treated in the interview, Regionalverband
Frankfurt RheinMain
FRANKFURT RHEIN-MAIN
Name

Insitution

Joachim Wempe

Regionalverban
FrankfurRheinMain

Sabine Richter

Regionalverban
FrankfurRheinMain

Andreas Hildenbrand
Scheid

Universidad de Sevilla and
Junta de Andalucia

Function

Department

Office department

Themes
* Spatial planning process (SPP) at the
Metropolitan (sub-regional) level in Frankfurt RheinMain
* Facing the metropolitanization phenomenon, the
main objectives and strategies that institution
follows for manage it
* Conflicts between municipality autonomies and
metropolitan integration
He was former responsible for land use
* Metropolitan advantages of having a Regional
planning of the Frankfurt Rhein Main
Institution and territorial definition after the passed
Metropolregion, Europe and Metropolregion, Europe and
area, specifically on the airport area.
law in 2011
International Affairs
International Affairs
Today, he is the Planning and
* The role concerned to coordinate spatial planning
Metropolitan region europa buro
activities amongst external actors, other
institutions and municipalities, and how these
actors are involving during the process
* The main strategical actors involving during the
SPP and the institution coordinate
* Europe and the Frankfurt Rhein-Main: type of
relationships and functions of upscaling other
actors

Citizen participation in the Regional
Land Use Plan.

Professor and Officer

Planning

Citizen Participation

Urbanism, Territorial
Development, and Geography

Urbanism and Geography

* Institution and citizen participation: links and
works
* History of citizen participation in the spatial
planning
* The roles played by the institution during the
citizen participation process
* Tools, strategies and citizen participation
methodologies applied to spatial planning process
* Main actors involved in spatial planning process
* The roles played by citizen participation during
the spatial planning process
* Conflicts and challegen of citizen participation at
regional scales
* The Regional Land Use Plan
* Metropolitan Governance and Planning in
Frankfurt RheinMain
* Metropolitan Gevernance Models in Germany
(Focusing on Frankfurt Rhein-Main)
* Estate, metropolitan policies and spatial planning
policies in Germany
* The Regional Land Use Plan
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MADRID
Figure 9: The variables treated in the interview, Metropolitan Area of Madrid
Name

Insitution

Function

Department

David González
Herrero

Comunidad Autónoma de
Madrid

He is the arquitect who takes over of
reviewing, suggesting, and filtering to
the next phase, the spatial plans of the
first and second municipalities belt
around Madrid capital city

Consejería de Medio
Ambiente, Administración
Local y Ordenación del
Territorio

Rafael Llonart

Comunidad Autónoma de
Madrid

Sub-director of Urbanism in the
Autonomous Community of Madrid

Consejería de Medio
Ambiente, Administración
Local y Ordenación del
Territorio

Javier de la Iglesia
Nieto

Empresa Nuevo Arpegio

Manager of the agency. The agency is
in charge of the management of land
use in the Autonomous Community

Land Use Management

Domingo Martín

Consorcio Regional de
Head of Regional Public Transport
Transporte de Madrid (CRT) studies and projects

Regional Public Transport

Beatriz Garcia

Independet Researcher on themes
about: metropolitan housing,
Observatorio Metropolitano
participation, democracy, the
de Madrid
metropolitan spatial model, market
and globalization

Metropolitan Observatory

Office department

Themes
* Functions and objectives of the office
* The insitutional definition of Metropolitan Area.
* Territorial base, borders, and delimitations of the
metropolitan area definition
Área de Planeamiento Zona 1
* The spatial planning process.
y2
* Metropolitan influencer actors in the spatial
planning process.
* Insitutional structure concerning to metropolitan
spatial planning.
* Regional Plan.
* Objectives, goals, and regional territorial model.
Urbanismo
* Metropolitan problems
* Regional agencies
* The agency roles of land use and metropolitan
spatial development
* Legal and technical relationship with Autonomous
Community of Madrid institution
* The process of Land Use Management in
Director
Autonomous Community of Madrid
* Inter-institutional coordination of Land Use
Management
* The relationship between angency, institution and
spatial development.
* Regional and Metropolitan spatial plan
* Main CRT´s functions
* Legal and technical relationship with Autonomous
Community of Madrid institution
Area of studies and projects
* Public Transport and Metropolitan Spatial Plannig
* Inter-municipal and inter-institutional
coordination of Public Transport
* Regional and Metropolitan spatial plan
* Metropolitan Citizen participation
* Metropolitan spatial model
Political activist and
* Municipal autonomies and metropolitan
Researcher
integration
* Institutional functions from other point of view
* Relationship between citizen and instituion
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5.1 Madrid: What is the Metropolitan Area of Madrid?
So far, we have seen the main territorial pressures which shape the metropolitan
phenomenon in Madrid, but what concordance there is with institutional
understanding about metropolitan area? The main idea is to create the metropolitan
area profile from the institutional point of view and work with this profile as a
territorial study object.
The first important issue is to know that there is not a legal institutional definition
understood as a Metropolitan Area of Madrid. After the abolishing of COPLACO’s
metropolitan delimitation in 1985 and the upscale of territorial power to Autonomous
Community of Madrid, there have not been a legal institutional proposal to delimitate a
new Metropolitan Area. However, there have been multiple academic attempts to set
territorial borders to the metropolitan phenomenon. Even, despite there is not a legal
Metropolitan Area delimitation, the Regional and Locals institutions have made efforts
to design maps in concordance with the phenomenon. This technical answer in some
cases goes hand in hand with the academic discussion about the territorial definition of
what is the metropolitan area of Madrid (Comunidad de Madrid, 2002; Leal, 2003.
Santos, et al. 2011; Valenzuela, 2011 y 2011a; Gutierrez and Garcia, 2010; Solís, 2011).
As We saw before, the Figure 10: Metropolitan Area of Madrid, 1963
Metropolitan Area defined by
COPLACO covered 23 municipalities
including Madrid capital city.
Despite this area was abolished in
1985, the regional institution,
Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid,
continuing with this territorial base,
but with other name and other
administrative
subdivision.
According to David Gonzalez, who
took over the Planning Area 1 y 2 in
the Autonomous community ‘The
whole planning area in the
Autonomous Community of Madrid
is divided in fourth zones, but what
was known as Metropolitan Area, today is defined by the institution as a Planning Area
1th and 2nd (Areas de Planeamiento 1 y 2)” González, D. (2017, June 15) Personal
interview.
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The answer about, what is the
metropolitan area? To planning
institution does not imply a radical
differentiation of what was defined
in 1963. However, new technical
intensions have added other layers
with other functions depending of
what metropolitan question is
mind. For example, the next map
shows the layers of urban
consolidation, according to the
Economy Observatory of Madrid
(Observatorio Económico). The
Map shows the same ring pattern: I.
Consolidated Urban Area; II.
Expanding Suburban Area; III.
Expanding Metropolitan Area; IV.
Metropolitan Region, and V.
Influenced
Area
by
the
Metropolitan Region.

Figure 11: Suburban pressures over the
Metropolitan Area of Madrid

Keeping in mind the institutional attempt to delimitate the Metropolitan Area and
technically work with this delimitation, despite neither there is a legal support or
intermunicipal agreement (with all political and administrative implications) that
officially set, defined and delimitate the metropolitan area, there is a soft and technical
definition about it territorial borders and influencing area. In our case, the metropolitan
area will be taking from the Metropolitan Area definition made in 2002 by the
Autonomous Community of Madrid and Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
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The Metropolitan Area of Madrid (Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid and
Universidad de Complutense de Madrid, 2002;6) is shaped by 28 municipalities
(including capital city) and divided in four zones. The population in the metropolitan
area during 2016 was 5.525.670 (Instituto de Estadítica, 2016) where the share
population was distributed in 57% in Madrid capital city and 43% in the neighbor
municipalities.
Figure 12: The Metropolitan Area of Madrid

Source: Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid and Universidad de Complutense de Madrid, 2002;6

-

North: Alcobendas, San Sebastián de los Reyes, Colmenar Viejo y Tres Cantos.
West: Pozuelo de Alarcón, Majadahonda, Las Rozas, Boadilla del Monte,
Villaviciosa de Odón, Villanueva de la Cañada, Villanueva del Pardillo y Brunete.
South: Alcorcón, Leganés, Getafe, Móstoles, Fuenlabrada, Parla y Pinto.
East: Coslada, San Fernando de Henares, Torrejón de Ardoz, Alcalá de Henares,
Paracuellos del Jarama, Mejorada del Campo, Velilla de San Antonio y RivasVaciamadrid.

Having the territorial understanding about what metropolitan area of Madrid
involve, the next step to know is how the spatial planning institutions are structured to
face the pressures and dynamics put by all these concentrations.
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5.1.1 Sharing metropolitan authority: Local, Regional and Agency Services
One of the central discussion about the model of metropolitan governance in
Madrid is the absence of the legal territorial definition about the area. This situation has
created certain ambivalence an unclear discourse about what is the metropolitan area.
From the A.C.M´s point of view, there is an acceptance of the Metropolitan phenomenon,
the complexity around the municipal neighbor dynamics, and the territorial
counterbalance between the capital city and the first Metropolitan ring. However, from
the other side, there is not a legal and technical framework which strategically
coordinate the Metropolitan urban demands. González, D. (2017, June 15) Personal
interview.
Despite this conflict, the spatial planning involved institutions have developed a
structural model which fit and answer the metropolitan pressures, it is the Sectorial
Agency Services model (S.A.S) (Andersson, 2010). As I will explain after, the S.A.S acts
as a big column of the whole spatial planning institutional structure, but specially the
metropolitan and regional territorial development.
The Metropolitan spatial
planning structure in the
Autonomous Community of
Madrid is mainly in charge of two
main actors: One is the Local
Government
who
is
the
responsible for spatial planning,
and the second is the Regional
Institution level which follows,
control and checks the local legal
spatial planning process.

Figure 13: Department institutional organigram,
Autonomous Community of Madrid

The Regional Institution
Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid
(Comunidad) is organized around
7th deparments. The next
organization chart show how the
Comunidad distribute its main
concerns. It is important to
mention that the Assembly of
deputies of Madrid are who elect the President and the departments are assigned via
legal resolutions. To keep the spatial planning institution structure, I just zoom in the
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Council of Environment, Local Administration and Regional Planning. The department
is structured by other departments where the Urbanism department takes over the
Planning responsibilities to the whole Autonomous Community of Madrid. As I
mentioned before, despite there is not legal delimitation about what is the Metropolitan
Area of Madrid, the Regional Institution (Comunidad) divides its work into fourth
Planning Areas where the two firsts are concerned to the first municipalities belt
around the capital city. In interviewing with David González (2017, June 15), the two
Planning Areas are divided in “The Planning Area 1 cover Madrid capital city, the northeast part outside of it. The Planning Area 2 cover, without Madrid, the other half of the
ring from west to east in south direction” however the main reason for this division
mostly depends on “the workload, and it is not technical or metropolitan
understanding.”
According to the Spanish law, the local municipality is who start the spatial planning
process. They decide their own strategies, tools, objectives, and initiatives. Then they
submit a partial draft for being check by all the Institutions and Agencies involved in
the development of the plan. Then the municipalities correct, add or change the
suggestion and submit a compiled draft to the Comunidad. Technical and legal aspects
are reviewing, then La Comunidad send back the documents to the local authorities to
fix the mistakes. This part of the process is known as “Public Information” David
González (2017, June 15) personal interview, because it is when the citizen
participation is involved, I will go further about how the citizen participation in the next
sub-chapter. Then, local authorities submit the provisional approved document, which
brings together three previous phases, to La Comunidad for being controlled in legal
aspects and checking the amendments to previous suggestions.
As we can see, there is an absence of a coherent Metropolitan spatial planning, but
the Regional Institution works as the authority who integrate the different levels
through the Planning Areas, in this case, the Planning Area 1 and 2. In short, Local
authorities developed it owns plans, and Regional Institution comes together with the
local plans in fourth Planning Areas. However, and which is being one of the most
critical parts, nowadays there is not either Regional or Metropolitan Plan which
strategically coordinates the whole local developments. The document which guides
the regional territorial development is a law from 2001 about Land Use regulations,
therefore, despite there is an attempt to maintain a coherent development amongst
local, metropolitan, and regional scales, the polycentrism become intense because each
local plan is not strategically linked to other territorial levels. This model is powered by
the Agency Services who intervene the territory at different scales and create the
Metropolitan dimension.
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5.1.2 The agency models facing the metropolitan challenge: Nuevo ARPEGIO
The objective to view in detail the case of one Agency Services, Nuevo Arpegio, is to
explain the third column linked to the institutional structure around the Metropolitan
governance. The figure of the Agency Services in the model of metropolitan governance
have been documented by different authors (Tòmas, M. 2015; Andersson, 2010; Slack,
2007) as a governing strategy to manage the territory “This is an entity established with
clear operational authority to deliver services to meet common regional needs based
on agreements among the participating local governments; either: (a) as a singleservice authority; or (b) as a multiple-service authority. Their regional planning
responsibility is usually limited to planning for those services for which they are also
responsible for the delivery” (Andersson, 2010;18).
The relevance of Nuevo Arpegio to the metropolitan spatial development and the
governing model is the mixture of public-private agreement and its coordinative
functions among different actors on spatial development and the land use management.
In the present chapter, I will explain the institutional archetype and, in the next, I will
develop it functions linked to the governing practices.
As I explained before, The Department of Environment, Local Administration and
Regional Planning is structured by different departments, additionally, the Department
have a group of Agencies which intervene the territory. There are four companies: one
is about research in rural development, other in environmental development, the other
two are concerned in housing rent and land management, Nuevo Arpegio takes over the
last task.
According to Javier de La Iglesia Nieto (2017, June 28) personal interview, Nuevo
Arpegio manager, “Arpegio is a Company who belong to La Comunidad Autonoma de
Madrid where the 64% is public and the 36% is private investment. The company
Nuevo Arpegio is the fusion result of the two companies Arpegio and Tres Cantos”. In
general terms, the public-private agreement is “The company is managed by La
Comunidad as a public company, but it is ruled by private legislation. This implies that
the company can act as a competitive private actor inside its territory and pay all the
taxes as a same”. The main Arpegio’s functions are “To supply land for companies,
industries and logistic development. Arpegio buys land to municipalities, transform it
according to investors or market needs and then sell it” La Iglesia Nieto (2017, June 28)
personal interview.
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Within the metropolitan spatial development, Nuevo Arpegio have played one of
the most strategical role in shaping, developing, building and promoting the
Metropolitan Area of Madrid. As I mentioned before, during the 80’s there was a directly
intention to begin a decentralization process towards neighbor municipalities of
Madrid. Multiple urban services (Universities, hospital, techonological parks, leisures
facilities, residences, and green areas amongst others) have been taking place since
then where Nuevo Arpegio (previously know just as Arpegio) have been one of the
bigger public developer. “The strategy of ‘Urban Consortium´ (Arpegio legal figure) has
had a successful implementation from its triple facet: real estate developer, urbanistic
and economic actor, because since the beginnings of 90’s has developed, under this
figure, 3.150 hectares of land where the 70,8% has been adecuated to residential areas,
15,3% to economic activities and 13,9 % to mixed uses” (Valenzuela, 2009; 251). If
Nuevo Arpegio has been on important metropolitan urbanistic developer, what have
been the urban model lead by it?
Going further to the principal ideas behind this strategical agency is important to
mention the changes in the metropolitan patterns leaded by Nuevo Arpegio. According
to Garcia, U. (2005) there were two promoting patterns from Nuevo Arpegio: one has
been following their own process, and the other have been copy international pattern
models. This relationship between agency and territory have been marked by properly
adaptive symbiosis, when one of them have evolved the other have had also be
readapted, in other words the flexibility given by the Consortium figure let it play a
strategical developer role at metropolitan level. To describe what have been the main
metropolitan urban patterns promoted by Nuevo Arpegio, Garcia, U. (2005;133) marks:
-

-

“Stockley Park or Cappability Green. They are office buildings models brought
from England during the 80’s. They influenced to model developed by Nuevo
Arpegio
Gated communities, shopping malls, and leisure spaces were brought from the
North American suburban pattern
Tama New Town or Mukahary Messe are other examples from Japan and follow
the idea to connect multiple urban services to railway system.
Madrid Sur and Valdebernardo were Madrilian reference about the residencial
dimension in the Nuevo Arpegio’s plan.”

The institutional process of spatial development in the Autonomous Community of
Madrid could be summarized in three general steps: Municipalities design the local
spatial plan (they are directly in chart of it), then La Comunidad approved it according
to 2001 law of Land Uses; and finally, Arpegio develop its strategical role enhancing the
urban land that allow to the municipality and the Autonomous Community obtain
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profitable profits from national and international investments. However, these process
is in the absence of a regional and metropolitan plan. The Metropolitan dimension in
Madrid has the particularity of being institutional and territorial atomized. But this
have not necessarily meant the absence of governing at this scale. The institutional
model has been adapted for potentializing the metropolitan phenomenon in almost all
sectors: economic, housing, infrastructure, technology, education, services, amongst
others; however, the question about what have metropolitan implied get three
differentiated institutions without an integrated plan and lack coordination will be
analyzed in the next chapter.

5.2 FRANKFURT RHEIN-MAIN. The spatial planning authority at sub
metropolitan regional level: Regionalverband FrankfurtRheinMain
The metropolitan governing process started during the 80’s was marked by the selfunderstanding to find the best way to conduct the common goals. After the first decade
of the current century other new legal, administrative and territorial adjustment were
add to metropolitan governance model in Frankfurt Rhine-main. The objective of this
chapter is to take a picture of the current metropolitan governance profile. To achieve
this goal, I dived the chapter in two sections: the first will explain the structure of the
current institutional authority at the same time explain the current territorial
subdivisions and what will be understood as a metropolitan area of Frankfurt Rheinmain. The second part will be main focused on describe what Hildenbrand (2015),
based on Germany law, explained the metropolitan governing model in Frankfurt
Rhein-main as Multipurpose Regional Association (Mehrzweckverband,
mehrdimensionaler Regionalverband)4.
5.2.1 Institutional authority: The Regionalverband FrankfurtrheinMain
The 1 of April 2011 was enacted the law, previously approved by the Hessian State
Parliament, that brought to life the new Regional Authority the Regionalverband
FrankfurtrheinMain (RVF) Its function was defined as “a service provider to its member
municipalities, strengthen the region on an international level, and thus provide
additional benefits to all its citizens” (Regional Authority FrankfurtRheinMain, 2013;3).
The RVF, additionally to enter to replace the previous institutional authority the
Planungsverband Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main, also define a sub-regional level
where its authority will be concentrated.

4
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Before to detail the new regional level, it is important distinguish the different
territorial levels in the Hesse federal state and which will be understood as a
metropolitan area of Frankfurt RhineMain in the current research. The first territorial
level is the Hessen federal state. Despite Frankfurt am main have concentrated
powerful finance services, the international airport, and it is the highest ranked city
inside the federal state, the Hessen capital city is Wiesbaden.
Zooming in the south of Hessen, the second territorial level is the Frankfurt/Rhinemain metropolitan region (FMR). The FMR is known as 1 of the 11European
Metropolitan areas and the idea of conceiving it as a Metropolitan region goes beyond
Hessen federal state and involve two main cities from other federal states: Mainz as a
capital city from Rhineland-Palatinate, and Aschaffenburg from federal state of Bavaria.
Figure 14: Territorial delimitations, Frankfurt Rhein-Main

Source: Regional Authority FrankfurtRheinMain (2013)

On the other side, the federal state of Hessen concentrates the powerful financial
and populated cities: Frankfurt am main, Wiesbaden, Offenbach, Hanau, Darmstadt,
Rüsselsheim, amongst others. This metropolitan region “Is the space where
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institutional actors and regional economic agents developing its policies, economic
performances, regional marketing, and competitiveness at European and international
level” (Translated by author. Hildenbrand, 2015; 474). The total number of
municipalities are 468 with a territorial extension of 14,755 km2, and a population of
5,515,444 in 2012 (Regional Authority FrankfurtRheinMain, 2013). However, in 2011,
the metropolitan region was under consideration to be subdivided in a small region
that just would belonged to Hessen federal state and would was managed by a proper
institutional authority, this sub-regional level was named as Ballungsraum Frankfurt
Rheinmain (See in grey, Figure 14) and the institutional authority would be the
Regionalverband FrankfurtrheinMain (RVF).
Which can be considered as a Metropolitan Area of Frankfurt inside the three
territorial levels? As the current research has set basic guidelines to understand the
metropolitan area and in agreement with professor Hildenbrand (2015), but with a
discrepancy against the RVF (they do not consider the area under metropolitan
concept), and the vagueness Figure 15: Ballungsraum Frankfurt Rheinmain.
language translation from Germany
to English, from now on, the
Metropolitan Area of Frankfurt
Rhein-Main will be understood as
the
Ballungsraum
Frankfurt
Rheinmain.
The Ballungsraum Frankfurt
RheinMain (Figure 16) is formed by
75 neighbor municipalities, with a
total population around of 2.221.910
(Regionalverban
Frankfurt
RheinMain; 2013;18) One of the
particularities is the absence of the
other the two powerful south
Hessian cities Wiesbaden and
Darmstadt, and it being shaped by
just the neighbor Frankfurt am main
municipalities.
Nevertheless, the analytical attention is on the new institutional authority in charge
of manage the Ballungsraum. The RVF employs approximately 120 people, besides it
counts with a total budget around 15 million euros. Each member municipalities pay a
levy to the association. It is financed by an allowance paid by 75-member municipalities
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that currently costs an average 5.66 euros per capita. All 75-member municipalities are
represented on the department. “Together with its full-time directors and eight
volunteer assistants, the regional executive board also includes the district
administrators from Groß-Gerau, Hochtaunus, Main- Kinzig, Main-Taunus, Offenbach
and Wetterau, as well as the Lord Mayors of Frankfurt and Offenbach. Representatives
from entrepreneurial associations, trade unions and conservation organisations act as
advisory members” (Regional Authority FrankfurtRheinMain, 2013;6)
The idea of creating the institutional authority was to overcome the voluntary and
fragmented cooperation amongst municipalities. Taking as 80’s UVF experiences, many
associations and Hessian authorities knew the advantages of having an organized body
which strategically reinforced the international position ranking leading by Frankfurt
am main. According with Hildenbrand (2015;488-489) based on the law Gesetz über die
Metropolregion Frankfurt/Rhein-Main (art 8.1), the RVF mandatory liabilities are:
-

“The elaboration, modification and repeal of the Joint Land Use Plan of 75
Ballungsraum municipalities

-

The elaboration and modification of the Landscape Plan for the same territorial
area”

Additionally, Hildenbrand (2015;489) referred the article 8.2 where it is
mentioning the complementary liabilities. This article is the key to see how the model
have been adjusting as a learning and adaptive process since the two previous models
the UVF and the Planungsverband Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main.
-

“The construction, management and maintenance of sports equipment,
free time and recreation at supramunicipal concerns.
The construction, management and maintenance of cultural equipment
at supramunicipal concerns.
Regional marketing for business location and promotion of regional
economic development.
Planning, construction and maintenance of the Regional Park
(Regionalpark Rhein-Main).
Planning and management of public transport at regional relevance.”5

The RVF keeps the two structural bases set during the 80’s and 90’s: the
environmental and landscape concerns as a structural element of spatial planning, and
5

Translated by author
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during the first decade of the XXI century: the entrepreneurial attempt to
internationalize the metropolitan region through the efforts made by the municipal and
private-public voluntary associations.
Having comes to this point is analytically interesting to see in detail what is the
theoretical and legal framework which support this governing model: Multipurpose
Regional Association (Mehrzweckverband, mehrdimensionaler Regionalverband), to
then see how this model particularly work in the definition of the Metropolitan area
spatial planning in Frankfurt Rhein-Main.
5.2.2 The multi-purpose regional association model
Having explain the Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main profile, understood in the
current research as the Metropolitan Area of Frankfurt Rhine-Main, and describing the
institutional authority pillars, the idea is zoom in the facts that help to define the
governing model. Based on the work developed by Andres Hildenbrand (2015) in the
chapter “The current metropolitan governance models in Germany”6 I will focus on the
the multi-purpose regional association (Mehrzweckverband, mehrdimensionaler
Regionalverband) model described by him.
According to Hildenbrand (2015), the metropolitan governance in Germany is
possible be conceptualized in two concepts the Hard Governance and Soft Governance.
“The Hard governance refer to the institution in charge of the metropolitan governance.
This institution must be conceiving as stable and capable to approve legally binding
decisions that imply continuity, for instance spatial planning or public transport” p. 183.
This hard model is ruled and back up by Germany public law and have a mandatory
fulfillment when the metropolitan governance involve objectives like urban growing,
and the design of coordinated, shared, and coherent metropolitan land uses plan.
(Hildenbrand, 2015).
Additionally, to the hard governance depicted by the institution, there will be a
complementary soft governance support. “The soft governance is understood as the
cooperative network amongst public-private actors that develop their activities inside
the metropolitan area. This cooperative network can be informal, its organization and
performance are not ruled by public law, instead, their cooperation arise from
voluntary intentions and are quite flexible7” (Hildenbrand, 2015;185)

6
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Taking as starting point these ways of governing, Püttner ed. 1982; Deutsches
Institut für Urbanistik, 2002; Gawron, 2004; Fürst 2005; Hesse, 2005; Priebs 2013a,
Priebs 2014a quoted by Hildenbrand (2015) have identified three predominant
different metropolitan institutional models developed inside the each of Germany
federal states (Länder), namely:
“1) The Regionale Gebietskörperschaft o Regionalkreis.
2) The multi-purpose regional association (Mehrzweckverband,
mehrdimensionaler Regionalverband)
3) The eindimensionaler Zweck- oder Planungsverband.
The three models are understood in Germany law as Stadt-UmlandVerbände” (p. 188-189)
Following the changes happened after the enacted 2011 law, I will conceptual
explain what are the characteristic under the multi-purpose regional association
(Mehrzweckverband, mehrdimensionaler Regionalverband) model in the ‘Ballungsraum
Frankfurt/Rhein-Main’.
The RVK lead the hard governance as being stablished as institutional authority in
the Ballungsraum. This directly imply the mandatories liabilities set by the federal state
of Hesse. Other characteristics about the model is that it does not imply structural
administrative changes that local level “It does not pretend dissolve, or unify districts
(Kreise) administrative districts (Regierungsbezirke), conversely, it keeps the three
territorial scales: municipalities, districts (Kreise), and the Ballungsraum institution”
(Hildenbrand, 2015;198).
On the other side, the soft governance also is crucial in the RVF model. The
municipal voluntary association keeps leading the direct intervention or promotion the
territory. To mention two of them are: The Chamber of Commerce and Industry (IHK
Frankfurt am main) that since the end of 90’s has played a determinant role in
metropolitan region configuration. As a representative of Frankfurt Rhein-Main
economic unity, they work as a bridge amongst local economic initiatives, metropolitan
regional decision makers and international promoters. Another voluntary initiative is
F.A.Z Metropol news, which also has an economic political approach about the
entrepreneurial initiatives, financial policies, “offers information and background
knowledge as well as service and inspiration to the decision-makers of the region”
(https://www.faz-metropol.de).
Finally, the other important characteristic is the selective democratic platform. As I
mentioned before, the political legitimacy trough the direct election was replace during
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the 90’s. In the current law, the model kept the previous democratic platform where the
members are not elected by citizens, instead they are designated by municipal or
district representatives. (Hildenbrand; 2015)
Having seen the two territorial and institutional metropolitan governance models,
also is important to reflect about the analytical aspect depicted by both cases. Despite
they keep important differences it worth seeing each other on the light of the
comparative methodology.
5.3 Comparative findings
The objective to compare both cases is to find the same patterns and differences
which bring us to conclude what kind of governing models are being shaped around the
metropolitan phenomenon. In this chapter, there have come up three comparable
aspects: the territorial aspects; the role played by the process of shaping metropolitan
governance; and the model of metropolitan governance on the light of hard and soft
governance concepts.
One shared similarity by both cases is the metropolitan morphological pattern. The
Metropolitan Area of Madrid and the Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main are being
pressured and partially defined by their first neighbors surrounding ring the main city:
Madrid and Frankfurt am main. Despite both metropolitan areas are overwhelmed by
this narrow definition (in the case of Madrid is the Autonomous Community of Madrid
and in Frankfurt is the Metropolitan Region of Frankfurt Rhein-Main) the main
metropolitan forces are distributed between the city and its municipalities neighbor
ring. However, it does not necessarily imply that demographic balance properly defined
what is or is not the metropolitan area. For example, the Ballungsraum
Frankfurt/Rhein-Mai is shaped by 75 municipalities with a total population in 2012
around 2.221.910; meanwhile, the Metropolitan Area of Madrid is formed by 28
municipalities but more than doubling the Ballungsraum population with 5.525.670 in
2016. Therefore, we have a metropolitan territorial determinant by the closest to the
main city but without a determinant demographic variable.
The second important idea is concerning to the process as an important value inside
of the metropolitan governance model. If we took both cases under
political/administrative changes during the 80’s, we will see that both cases shared a
potential arena to involve democratic process to elect the metropolitan authorities
representatives. However, the democratic transition period in Spain implied the
entrance to a new political system at the same time new territorial emergent actors (the
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born of the Autonomous Community of Madrid and the re-scaling authority process in
discussion with the state, but especially against metropolitan authority: COPLACO).
This political transition could have set the question about what democratic values
are important to defend and promote at the Metropolitan level. One of the current
comments (Hildenbrand, 2015; Lackowska, 2012; Harrison, & Hoyler, 2014) about the
citizen democratic elections over the Metropolitan authority representatives elections,
is the question of the absence through the governance model changes. The new come
up hypothesis is whether the political legitimacy should follow the same pattern as local
or national elections, or if the treatment to this actor needs to develop another
mechanism that not necessarily involve citizen elections. In other words, what are the
direct and indirect consequences in the governance if we compare one institution
elected via citizen election and the Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main.
Following the thesis argued by Le Gales (2002) when the metropolitan areas come
up in Europe as a result of the encounter of multiple interests, territorialities, identities,
intentions, and goals, the metropolitan area demand to be understood a differentiated
actor from what happen at local municipality context. Although Le Gales (2002)
discussion was against the totalistic anglo-american point of view on the metropolitan
configuration phenomenon, the idea of understanding the metropolitan phenomenon
as an urban actor: beyond the administrative cooperation, institutional decisionmaking process, the stagnation around legal absence and constraints, or the
reductionist urban growing or suburban approach. The idea of giving another status to
the strategical metropolitan actor raise the metropolitan dimension to another level, a
level that demands other separated variables, approaches, treating and understanding
from the local or regional point of view.
Finally, using the hard and soft governance concept, the analytical comparison will
be focused on the governance model. The first issue is about how the institutional rules
are based on mandatory liabilities. One of the important experiences learned during
more than 20 years is the role played by public institutional authority. If we compare
both cases, we will see that, setting apart the existence in one and the absence of the
other, the archetypical metropolitan organization using the metropolitan authority as
mean back bone. We can say that the various association and soft governance figures:
Nuevo Arpegio, Consorcio Regional de Transporte Público de Madrid, The Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (IHK Frankfurt am main), amongst others works as the
gasoline who permanent are mobilizing the metropolitan dimension at different levels.
They boost, power and impulse the metropolitan dynamics. However, thinking again
with Le Gales (2002) the metropolitan actor demands other variables that does not end
in this combustion. It is needed a powerful and strategical engine.
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What I can see in both cases, is that the metropolitan actor understood in a complex
model, come up from the encounter between these voluntary public-private initiatives
and the mandatory public liabilities depicted by the metropolitan authority. The soft
governance in the Metropolitan Area of Madrid has strategically developed the
territory. This strategy has been partially developed by public-private agencies: Land
uses, Transport, Sewage, amongst others, but the strategy that should connect one
initiative from other have not a common a metropolitan approach agreement.
6

GOVERNING THE METROPOLIS: INSITUTIONAL MODEL IN PRACTICES

Following the theoretical approach of institutional organization (Harrison, &
Hoyler, 2014), I have explained the territorial delimitation under Metropolitan
pressures phenomenon and the institutional structure which respond as authorities in
charge of planning and intervene the spatial development. In this way, the final
question is about of, how is the Metropolitan governing in practices? Having the
Metropolitan dynamics and the Metropolitan institution archetype is possible
analyzing the concept of Metropolitan governance taking as starting point the empirical
findings through the variables explained by Pierre (1999): Participants, objectives,
important instruments and outcomes. Since both cases have different levels of
organization, instruments, and outcomes, the analysis will be focused on explain three
different practices: first is the Metropolitan or Regional Spatial Plan (in the case of
Madrid it will be explained from the current legal base and the coordination process
between municipality and Autonomous Community). Second is the coordination
process behind land use plan at metropolitan and regional scale, and third. How the
citizen participation is involved and legitimizes the metropolitan spatial planning
process.
6.1 Madrid. Between the absence of Regional Plan and the autonomies
development
During the process of the current research one of the question to the actors who
influencing the metropolitan scale was about the reasons and implications of the
Regional and Metropolitan plan absence, “An urban-real estate development that,
orphaned by a regional balancing plan, in somehow explains the evolution of the
centrality and opportunity areas of the metropolitan crown and its adaptation to more
viable ends in the suburban space.”8 (Garcia, U., 2009; 132)

8
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To sum up the role played by La Comunidad concern to the Metropolitan
governance can be conceptualized in three aspects: first, with a legalist base but
outdated. Second, there is an ambivalence understanding of what metropolitan
phenomenon implies, and a strong passive authority.
As it was explained in chapter 5, the primary role played by La Comunidad through
the Urbanism department, at Metropolitan Spatial Planning level, is clustering in two
Planning Areas the whole Municipal Plans, legally supervise them, and control the
equivalence of the municipal development document and the 2001 land use law.
However, one of the institutional claims is the outdated law, and other not approved
draft document from 1997. According to Urbanism vice-director Rafael Lleonart (22
June 2017) personal interview, “the objective of the law is organizing the local
territorial development in the Autonomous Community of Madrid, where does the
urban growth will be developed? What will be the restricted areas? Where will be
developed the housing projects […], it does not mean that the territory will be cut in
fragments, conversely, the law potentiates interactions of different services in the
territory”
Nevertheless, the read made by Valenzuela (2011;23) about the outcomes of this
way of planning is a far cry from Rafael opinion “The 9/2001 land law allow to small
municipalities take the advantage over the unclear territorial legal definition to
transform the territory building outrageous urban projects”. The other outcome has
been the delay in strategically integrating the territory. The coordination actions
between Autonomous Community Institution (La Comunidad) and municipal
authorities, in the sense of keeping the balance in the area, was reduced to a legal
conflict between both. On the one hand, municipalities saw the opportunity to develop
new urban projects where the law left gaps or fewer restrictions, and on the other, La
Comunidad glimpsed the high territorial risk taken if Municipal plans, were approved
without strict reviews and legal control. But, why, despite the open conflict left by the
law, have not been more institutional efforts to close the gap with other instruments?
According to the research findings there are two main reasons: one is concerned to the
absence of regional plan and the other to the role played by the Agency Services Model
(Nuevo Arpegio).
Despite having interview many actors involved with the metropolitan
development, all of them answer (some were recorded other do not allow me) the same
at the question about, why neither are there regional or metropolitan plan of Madrid?
“Because there are not political willing” “If you ask political parties, deputies,
academics, professional, even regional institution, all of them will agree about the
importance of design a strategical regional plan for Madrid, but nobody have been able
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to start the project” Rafael Lleonart (22 June 2017) personal interview. At this point
one hypothesis come up about the metropolitan development and it is the real effects
of governing the metropolis without strategical tools. As we have seen, there is not
discussion about the real metropolitan dimension in Madrid, despite the
legal/administrative definition, but additionally is not clear enough how determinants
could be the implementation of strategical tools in a territory where the institution does
not see it as a predominance roadmap more than someone could say as political
correctness.
“Author: Have the planning model developed by La Comunidad implied a
real demand to create other territorial planning tools?
Rafael Lleonart: There is neither a global emergency that require an
imperative change or creation of the regional plan, therefore we have
worked without it” Piece of the personal interview with Rafael Lleonart (22
June 2017).
Considering the Autonomous Community institutional perception of the current
tools to govern the metropolitan phenomenon cast a doubt theoretical models which,
on the other side, promote a variety of challenges (Harrison, & Hoyler, 2014).
6.1.1 Coordination in the metropolitan spatial planning and the land use management
The other reason why the model have not suffered considerable changes since 2001
is the profitable support made it by the Agency Services Model. The company Nuevo
Arpegio was known until 2016 just as Arpegio.
As I mentioned before the main objective of Nuevo Arpegio is buy the land offered
by municipalities, transform it to develop new urban projects and the sell it to investors.
Since they working as private actor they do not need coordinate actions with public
authorities or citizens. However, they mostly put the effort to attract national and
international investments to municipalities “we bring wealth and jobs to
municipalities” Javier de la Iglesia Nieto (28 June 2017) Personal interview. The case of
Nuevo Arpegio is determinant at Metropolitan level because as an actor work in many
directions, levels, functions, even I would say that Nuevo Arpegio is one of the
determinant actor in the model of governing and developing the Metropolitan area of
Madrid. The next chart can support my argument
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Figure 16: Nuevo Arpegio, Governing and Planning functions
NUEVO ARPEGIO
Governing

It is back up by the Autonomous
Community Institution (La Comunidad)

Planning
It works at three different scales:
Local:
intervene
the
territory
Regional: They can work in the whole
community
International: Up-scale and adapt the
territory to the industrial needs that can
attract national and international
investors.
Since there is neither regional or
metropolitan plan there are less
regulation concerned to order the
territory

It is administrated by public entity La
Comunidad, but acts as a private actor,
therefore they do not coordinate with
other public authorities or citizens
Despite they intervene the territory, their
They are more ruled by marketing
coordination actions are more focus on
trends than strategical territorial plan
investors
Source: Author

About the fact of they are more ruled by marketing trends than strategical
territorial plan was confirmed during the interview to the manager “The territorial
determinants to Nuevo Arpegio are the changes of consumer habits. The changes of
needs and consumer habits are which guide us to offer different territory typology. For
example, the trends bringing with the E-comerce (buy stuff via internet and retails)
have triggered the emerge of small distribution hubs. Nowadays, we do not need to
adequate huge polygons to develop big projects, we need a lot of small distribution
cores and strategical extend motor highways to the south-east” Javier de la Iglesia Nieto
(28 June 2017) Personal interview.
Nevertheless, additionally to the governing and planning particularities behind
Nuevo Arpegio, the outrageous consequences was the legal and finance corruption
implications bringing together with the model. It is the reason why the name and
administrative figures had to be changed from Arpegio to Nuevo Arpegio. Nowadays,
the Autonomous Community of Madrid is suffering corruption scandals where the
Arpegio Consortium has been involved. “The buy of land in Arpegio was decided by
politician criteria”9 is the headline of an article in ABC Madrid (2016, June 17).
Connecting the spatial planning process and intervention, the corruption case come up
9
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when “the politicians involved given public licenses to develop infrastructural projects
in exchange of illegal money, […], the alleged crimes are: falsification of public
documents, prohibited negotiations, fraud against administration and criminal
organization” article in 20 minutos (2016)10.
There were many infrastructural projects developed without technical orientations
and just answering to individual interest, as a result “Failed and ruined logistic platform
project in Móstoles (south-west of the capital city)” by Aunion an article in El Pais
(2016, November 16).
The metropolitan governing outcomes link different levels of actions that are not
only restricted by the absence of tools. Particularly, some of the Metropolitan
phenomenon pressures in Madrid are the result of frauds and illegal actions. Other
emergent analyses during the project is the side effects of have not a strategically
institutional organization. It is not possible assure that the metropolitan strategical
organization can avoid illegal practices, however when the legal supports about
territorial development goes hand in hand with how strategically should be manage
and govern the intermediate territorial scales, Metropolitan for instance, is possible to
detect where are the territorial uneven, unbalance, fragmented, and disconnected
actions. The Nuevo Arpegio case, and the governing tools leaded by the other
institutions, gave the impression that the whole area was growing in the same way, at
the same rhythm, well distributed, but some of them were the opposite, in words of
Nuevo Arpegio manager “We thought that we were rich” Javier de la Iglesia Nieto (28
June 2017) personal interview.
6.1.2 Citizen participation: the bridge for being built
To complete the analyses around the metropolitan governing practices, I took the
Governance, democracy and the post political metropolis variable (Harrison, & Hoyler,
2014;2254) to explain what is the situation of metropolitan citizen participation in
Madrid. According to Harrison, & Hoyler (2014;2256) the new metropolitan
governance paradigm should consider that “Marginalized worker groups are becoming
better organized, but most crucially, the middle-class is mobilizing, becoming
increasingly politically active, and ensuring all large-scale development projects are
subject. Illuminating the potential for a resurgent metropolitan politics, mobilization
and resistance is one thing, but a credible alternative to the pro-growth neoliberal
ideals of globalized urbanism.”.
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Since 1995 onwards The Autonomous Community of Madrid has been governed by
Popular Party (PP), but each municipality, included Madrid capital city11, have been
governed whether PP or the Socialist Party (PSOE). However, the common denominator
for all of them is the absence of citizen participation at metropolitan scale, even,
according to the independent researcher of the Metropolitan Observatory “There have
been lack promotion of citizen participation about spatial planning at the municipal
scale. The so far governments have not promoted the citizen participation. We can be
critical with the current citizen participation model proposal in Madrid (capital city)
but there was nothing citizen participation model before.” Beatriz García (28 June
2017) personal interview.
Despite, there is local participation examples concerned to concrete projects, for
instance the citizen participation model developed in Madrid under the name “Madrid
decide”, the process of citizen participation around planning issues have hired to
external actors, but keeping the same line of being focus on local aspects and urban
interventions.
6.2 FRANKFURT RHEIN-MAIN. The metropolitan actor as institutional process
Having seen the institutional model behind the governance of the Ballungsraum
Frankfurt/Rhein-Main, the final chapter will discussion how is the institutional
working on the spatial planning process after the 2011 enacted law. In other words, the
objective is analyzing the metropolitan governing practices using the spatial planning
process as a detailed example. To see in detail the process, I divided it in two main subchapters, the first will detail how the spatial planning works under the Regionalverband
Frankfurt Rhein-Main (RVF) leading directly relation with how the citizen participation
is involve inside the process. The second subchapter will show what is the current
result of the Land Uses Plan as strategical tool to governing the Ballungsraum
Frankfurt/Rhein-Main.
6.2.1 The Spatial Planning Process: Citizen participation and long-term efforts
Where does the spatial planning process start? As I mentioned before, in 2011 was
enacted a law which officially designated a sub-regional level inside of the Metropolitan
Region of Frankfurt Rhein-Main it was the Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main
(known in the research as a Metropolitan Area of Frankfurt) which will be form by 75
Frankfurt am main neighbor municipalities. Parallel to this, it was created the official
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public institution in charge of manage the Ballungsraum in the Land Uses Plan and
Spatial Planning as one of its main tasks.
The organizational regional authority is mainly divided by three biggest sections:
the first is the 75 municipalities in the whole sense (citizens, mayors, councils etc), each
municipality should to delegate one representative to the second section, the Regional
Chamber (R.C). “This R.C is the authority in charge of approve the Land Uses Plan to the
Ballungsraum” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview. However before to approve
the plan there is a methodological, administrative, legal and political process to do it.
In interviews with members of the Regionalverband institution, Sabine Richter and
Joachim Wempe, (2017, July) the spatial planning process, exemplified in the Land Uses
Plan, can be summarized in fourth big board decisions with intermediate adjustments,
reviews, participation process, amongst other steps.
The process of the Land Use Plan starts when the RVF collect the whole municipal
requirements, claims or needs: “develop railroads, highways, they make the proposal
and then we give it to the Regional Chamber, they decide where should be the main
developments in our area” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview. This mean that,
despite each municipality have its own interests, development projects and needs, the
75 municipal members are concerned to each one and have a direct influence over each
other. However, all municipal representative does not have the same number of voices
in the R.C (the total voices is 96). Frankfurt am main, as the most powerful city inside
de Ballungsraum, has 12 voices over 96, there is 9 voices distributed between Hanau
and Offenbach, and the rest of municipalities have 1 voice. Richter (2017, July 5th)
personal interview.
Having accomplish the first step to submit the first draft to the R.C and after
receiving their first R.C approval, the second step is concerning to “participation of
involved authorities and the pubic” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview. Coming
back to the concepts about hard governance, the Germany law back up citizen
participation as a mandatory requirement inside of any land use planning process “we
have to follow our build law, it said how the plans supposed to be, what is the main
content, how the planning process should be structure. When you want to set up an
official building plan then you have to go through the participation process, always, it
is in the building law” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview. Seeing the pillars
around the metropolitan spatial planning process, the participation comes engage to
the hard governance model. Referring to the Land Use Plan as part of the metropolitan
spatial planning process, the R.V.F should lead fourth biggest participation routes: on
one side are the institutions, i.e. public transport, forest, environment etc.; The other
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participation routes are local authorities who have their own needs; the other big
groups are the multiple associations which defend, support and suggest their own
interest; and finally, the fourth participation group is the civil society. “We sent the
document to the whole authorities, there are around 220 authorities. We wrote them
and said, ok it is our proposal, please look at it and write your comments, how are you
connected to by this plan? and the participation is the whole public, everybody, it is
difficult” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview.
The idea is to collect to most detailed comments, suggestions, perceptions, and new
requirements that allow the R.V.F prepare the new document. Each feedback is
technical read and treat to submit the next Land Use Plan ‘draft’. It is important to detail
the citizen participation structure around the plan. The Germany law also stipulate the
time and some methodological procedure to socialize and enhance the citizen
participation. “This plan is abstract, people do not really understand what are we doing,
the work is to translate the planning language in a more public language what is the
plan actually for.” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview. The figure 18 shows what
were some of the different methods applied during participation of involved authorities
and the public in the first round.
Figure 17: Official planning procedure for the Regional Land Use Plan, Ballungsraum
Frankfurt RheinMain

Source: Regionalverband FrankfurtRheinMain
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The first Land Use Plan draft is upload in the R.V.F website. Then there are eight
public meetings programmed in the bigger cities. The objective is that people can go,
participate, ask, suggest, and can understand what is the Land Uses Plan means and
how the municipality would be affected inside the whole Ballungsraum. Additionally,
there is also special works with local schools, and for two months, there is an exclusive
office in charge of attent people and recive letters which want more explanaitions or
want to suggest changes in the plan. During the first participation round there were
“1.518 comments where most of them were about environmental impacts”
Regionalverband FrankfurtRheinMain.
After accomplishing the first round, the second ‘draft’ is submitted again to the R.C
and then the same procedure happen again: R.C approve it and the second participation
round with citizen and public authorities happen again to socialize and collect the new
a final adjustment. “In Germany, we try to look in the future, if we want to look in the
future it is ok that our planning process take a little more time. It is not like the comes
up an urgent need do a project and then we do some participation process, I think it is
in other countries, but the main planning idea in Germany is, we want to be prepare for
the future” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview. The figure 19 summarize how
long was the current Land Use Plan in the Ballungsraum, and how it comes together
with the enacted law which delimitated Ballungsraum Frankfurt RhineMain and the
Regionalverband.
Figure 18: Official planning procedure for the Regional Land Use Plan, Ballungsraum
Frankfurt RheinMain

Source: Regionalverband FrankfurtRheinMain
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The idea to up-scale the citizen participation process at metropolitan levels set
other challenge not properly concerned to local issues. One of this situation is the
connection between the abstract spatial planning model to the local citizen needs and
expectations beyond their borders. According to Harrison & Hoyler (2014) the new
metropolitan governance paradigm should go in deep to the phenomenon where
“marginalized workers groups are becoming better organized, but most crucially, the
middle class is mobilizing, becoming increasingly politically active, and ensuring all
large-scale envelopment projects are subject to increase scrutiny” (p. 2256).
Nevertheless, following one of Boudreau, et al. (2006) conclusion over the social
movement at metropolitan scale level in Montreal and Toronto, there is not a properly
evidence that can upscale the new emerging of political groups from local interest to
metropolitan concerns.
In the Ballungsraum case study, I am partially agreeing with Boudreau, et al. (2006)
conclusion. According to the interviews, it is difficult to conclude that the new citizen
expressions, and new ways of association at metropolitan level can be understand
under the Harrison & Hoyler (2014; 2256) lens such as “Illuminating the potential for
a resurgent metropolitan politics, mobilization and resistance is one thing, but a
credible alternative to the pro-growth neoliberal ideals of globalized urbanism”.
Conversely, the local citizens are keeping in mind the closest territorial issues (house
and neighborhood) with some extension to municipal affairs. The thing is that by law
People is not usually affect it by this directly, this is for the municipalities, they follow
the guideline when they want to make this building this development, but the problems
collect from citizens are more about individual issues, perspectives or claims about its
neighborhood. Richter (2017, July 5th) personal interview.
6.2.2 The Land Uses Plan results
Figure 19: Structure of spatial Planning in Hessen
Just to have a small approach
to other metropolitan governing
Figure 20: Ballungsraum Frankfurt
tool, I will just detail the result of
the current Land Uses Plan in the Rheinmain.Figure 21: Structure of spatial Planning
in Hessen
Ballungsraum. Other characteristic
associated to new metropolitan
process after the enacted law in
2011 is the new structure of spatial
planning in Hessen. In general, the
Germany spatial planning system is
divided in four levels: 1. The biggest
which correspond to the State
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Development Plan; 2. Then the Regional Development Plan; 3. The Land Use Plan which
work as a preparatory plan to the municipal scale; 4. The Building Development Plan.
However, the newest R.V.F proposal was to enhance the planning efficiency through the
union of the municipal preparatory Land Use Plan with the Regional Development Plan.
In this sense, the Regional Land Use Plan, bring together in just one document the
two territorial levels: Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main and the municipals Land
Uses. “The municipalities are no longer in in charge of the Land Uses Plan, they are just
responsible for the Building Development Plan” Richter (2017, July 5th) personal
interview. This situation adds other analytical variable to further research on
metropolitan governance debate, how the new emergent metropolis could tackle the
discussion about municipal autonomy, polycentrism, and metropolitan spatial planning
development.
Some of the new elements adds by the Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main open
de discussion about how the institution is facing the metropolitan phenomenon in
practices, which laws are backing up the authorities, which tools are being used to
enhance the citizen participation and how they are being involved. However, in a
comparative perspective, it worth abstract some emergent discussions from both cases
and its metropolitan governing practices.

6.3 Comparative findings
The last comparative findings will be addressed to discuss the practices base under
the metropolitan governing model. The discussion will take the previous institutional
tools focusing on the challenges set by metropolitan citizens participation and the tough
decision around Metropolitan Land Uses Plan.
Extending the democratic discussion around the relationship between citizen
participation and political legitimacy, there are some points that we can learn from the
Metropolitan Area of Madrid and the Ballungsraum Frankfurt RheinMain. Keeping the
Le Gales (2002) idea about the Metropolitan actor, there are two coming up question
concerned to the citizen participation at metropolitan scale: is there a metropolitan
citizen? There should be institutional attempts to enhance the metropolitan
belongingness in the citizens? and one comment about democracy, political legitimacy
and citizen participation at the same scale.
Is there a metropolitan citizen? One of the main difficulties set by both cases is to
upscale the citizen participation from local needs to a bigger territory. However, there
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is double meaning inside the notion of the Metropolitan citizen. First, there is a citizen
who is commuting every day for several reasons: job, education, shops, leisure time,
even it is one of the main pressure detected as a metropolitan phenomenon. Each
municipality offers specific attractiveness, but at the same left aside other services.
However, this commuting does not necessarily mean, in a political sense, that the citizen
also extends their territorial belongingness. The citizens know that one municipality
cannot afford all services as they would want and their everyday life should be shared
and lived in two municipalities at least. But it does not necessarily imply a citizen
territorial conscious on spatial planning decision in both places.
The power gained by the Metropolitan Areas have not still replaced the political
belongingness to the three common territorial levels: local, Autonomous Community of
Madrid – Federal State of Hessen, and National. In this way, the metropolitan
democracy and citizen participation should not be linear understanding as the other
three levels or wait the same belongings result, at least. I support my statement based
on the outcomes from both cases, the metropolitan area should be understood as the
come-up phenomenon which is not exclusive from the main capital city, or the result of
neighbor municipalities. In this sense, the ‘metropolitan awareness citizens’ also should
be seen not as the citizen who just raise its local political worries to other three, fourth,
or seventy-five municipalities.
Therefore, there is an open research question that can measure the metropolitan
effectiveness in institution elected by citizens and institution elected by political
representatives. Some of the theoretical worries (Harrison, & Hoyler, 2014;
Hildenbrand, 2015; Zimmermann, 2014) about the governance model followed in
Autonomous Community of Madrid, and the Ballungsraum FrankfurtRhineMain is the
political legitimacy since the authorities are not elected via citizen elections. However,
as Ballungsraum case showed, is demonstrated the multiple ways of being legitimate,
one of this is through the long-term citizen participation process at different scales and
procedures. One interesting comparable question could be about to go further to the
democratic elections. For example, investigate if citizens are more territorial involved
at metropolitan levels where the authorities are elected by citizens vote but with
restricted participation scenarios or where authorities are elected by political
representative but with different citizen participation scenarios. In other words, what
are the metropolitan efficiency implications where authorities are elected by citizens
and where authorities are elected by political representatives?
There should be institutional attempts to enhance the metropolitan belongingness
in the citizens? Taking the institutional answers in Metropolitan Area of Madrid about
the importance of having the Regional Plan, “nobody would reject the idea of having a
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regional plan, but how and whom would lead this enterprise” Rafael Lleonart (2017,
June). One of the clues linked to the idea of the spatial planning process is having the
long-term objectives and experimental practices. “One of the main advantages of having
an institutional authority in the Ballungsraum is the chance of having a head which
brings together and can promote a territorial identity” Wempe (2017, July 5th)
personal interview. One of the challenges faced by the Regionalverband
FrankfurtRheinMain about citizens participation is in how the technical language can
be translated to a differentiated public.
The hard governance has the important value to work as a backbone of multiple
intentions; there was one focused on reinforcing the metropolitan identity; however, as
we see in both cases, the metropolitan values inside the soft governance are which
really can mobilize and give the meaning of this identity. The metropolitan governing
practices have the special task to make out the narrow territorial correlation and
consequences amongst the urban system elements.

7

CONCLUSIONS

Having seen the three most important elements around the model of metropolitan
governances in the Metropolitan Area of Madrid and the Ballungsraum
Frankfurt/Rhein-Main, the conclusions will try to give a potentially answers to the
raised hypothesis. During the process, it was possible to come up three important
conclusions based on the findings. However, before to detail them, I would like to
remind the main hypothesis keys.
There were three main theoretical approaches concerning to the models of
Metropolitan Governance. Neil Brenner (2003) talked about the metropolitan reformed
during the 80’s and 90’s and what were the economic and political implications. The
structural conditioners were by international determinants, the competitive oriented
policies, economic growth, and labor market flexibility. Moreover, Patrick Le Gáles
(2002) argued that Brenner's approach was valid about the global implication over the
new reshaping of the statehood; nevertheless, the European cases were significantly
different from the anglo-american experiences. Therefore, the analytical focus on
Europe should be about the specific context where the reform was happening.
According to Le Gáles (2002), the political transform answered to the European city
particularities, so the modes of governance over the city create a kind of urban
differentiate actor from other cities. Finally, the third theoretical discussion was from
Harrison & Hoyler (2014). They suggest some research variables about what they
considered “the emerging new metropolitan paradigm: (1) periodization and
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trajectories, (2) democracy and accountability, (3) form and function, and (4) fragility
and mobilization” (p. 2249)
Taking these approaches, as main theoretical discussion, the hypothesis was about
if there would be absent variables which can emerge from their proposal but does not
directly correspond to the neoliberal economic point of view and can be added to the
new emerging metropolitan paradigm.
The fourth conclusions are divided in two groups: the first two conclusions directly
answer and discuss the hypothesis, and the other two, although they are not directly
related to the hypothesis, add elements to analyses the models of metropolitan
governance.
1. The metropolitan strategical actor. The present study adds other layers to the
metropolitan governance understanding. The metropolitan actor, seeing from
the institutional perspective, should also be understood beyond the conjuncture
problems. The metropolitan phenomenon is the result of the encounter of
multiple small municipal phenomenon: urban growth, suburbanization, daily
commuting, polycentrism, municipal specialization inside of the urban
competitiveness framework, infrastructure development; however, the
metropolitan governance should be over these factual results and understand
the metropolis as another differentiate strategical actor who does not end in the
solutions of these fragmented problems. The institutional ambivalence and
ambiguity over the question of what is the metropolitan area do not only imply
difficulties and challenges at the administrative levels, also mean the abandoned
opportunity to create and enhance a strategical metropolitan actor which can
improve the territorial development.
Both cases have shown, at some point in the history, the importance of having a
clear metropolitan territorial definition. But the difference is the power gained
by the Ballungsraum Frankfurt/Rhein-Main and how this is boosting the three
surrounding territorial scales: local, metropolitan region, and the federal state
of Hessen, since its strategical role. This is not only concerned with the
subsequent urban growing problems, also a public back up from the institutional
authority, the spreading of common values such as territorial identity, the
creation of new citizen participation stances that can create other belongingness
to their territory, the working to develop strategical spatial planning from
different associative forms, amongst other elements attached to this strategical
metropolitan actor.
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2. The second conclusion about the come up linked variables to the new
metropolitan paradigm is over the metropolitan governance beyond the
administrative functions. One of the common theoretical perspectives on
metropolitan governance comes from the administrative functions which
focusing their analytical values on coordination, cooperation and intermunicipal agreements over how to develop or build joint projects. This
perspective profoundly helps to understand the efficient side of the
metropolitan governance, on one hand, and the political power structure and
correlation, in the other.
Nevertheless, the metropolitan actor gives the chance to understand the model
of governance according to what it is building. Taking, for example, the
Metropolitan Area of Madrid, one the current comment is the absence of the
regional Plan or a legal base because there is not an official territorial
delimitation. However, it does not mean that there is not an identifiable
metropolitan phenomenon, or institutional planning and intervening efforts
over what they consider the outcome of urban growth or territorial
development. I will argue that although the case of Madrid is not totally fulfilling
with the theoretical, legal, even academic definition, the metropolitan actor is
being shaped according to important strategical agencies, for instance: Nuevo
Arpegio and Consorcio Regional de Transportes de Madrid.
There is a metropolitan development in Madrid, there are multiple actors,
institutions, companies, interest, authorities, municipalities, and urban
pressures which are governing and ruling the metropolitan phenomenon.
However, my question is, if this model is the best strategical way to potentiate
all the metropolitan characteristics, in other words, is the current metropolitan
area of Madrid a strategical actor?
3. Based on Pierre (1999) Urban Governance model and the discussed findings
during the project, I can conclude that both cases present two different models.
The Ballungsraum Frankfurt RheinMain can be considered rule by a Managerial
model: the double constitutive governance, the hard and soft governance, give
the chance to expand and back up public and private initiatives. As I described,
one of the central spatial planning values is the municipal solving needs. The
Ballungsraum managerial metropolitan governance has the characteristic of
being governed by a public authority that has involved intense private practices
for almost ten years and perfectly knows how to back up the private initiatives.
Additionally, it is governed under the pro-growth model. The objective about
reinforcing the international position, mainly through the strategy of ranked
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Frankfurt am main as the financial capital of Europe, and the shared
collaboration between public authority and the private association made the
economic growth as one of the structural pillars under Ballungsraum
governance model.
The Metropolitan Governance model in Madrid can be conceptualized under the
pro-growth model. The absence of two important governing tools such as the
metropolitan authority and the regional plan, but with stronger and strategical
active public-private agencies. The role played by Nuevo Arpegio, the Land Use
management agency, define one of its main functions to impact the economic
indicators via urban transformations. However, its roles go beyond this function,
because its public character also keeps partial welfare intentions to work at
different social needs. But, concerning to industrial and e-commerce
development Nuevo Arpegio is ruled by the consumer habits changes, new
market tendencies amongst other economic development approaches.
4. Finally, the last point, more than being a conclusion, it is open research topics
for investigating from the metropolitan governance model debates.
-

Municipalism and autonomy defend: Linked to the polycentrism debates, the
objective would be on, how is the metropolitan project work from the small and
medium municipalities which take part on it?

-

Metropolitan governance efficiency where the authorities are citizen elected and
where the authorities are political representative elected. Is the direct authority
election a matter which directly determines the metropolitan governance
efficiency? Does the voting process help to the metropolitan territorial
belongings into the citizens?

-

The metropolitan strategical actor. What values are constitutive to determine if
the metropolis is being strategical stronger governed?

The comparison of metropolitan governance models from the institutional point of
view gave me the chance to overcome the physical descriptive phenomenon to go
further in the strategical and structural issues. My personal questions and worries
about this extensive topic born from the intention to gain important analytical tools and
bring them with me to study, comprehend, analyze and enhance the Latin America
cases.
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